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PREFACE
This report provides a summary of information on the NTDS USW effort in

the concurrent evaluation of the Naval Tactical Data System. The results of the
exchange of technical data during the symposium at the U. S. Navy Electronics
Laboratory on 25 September 1959 are presented herein for the use of all personnel
who need current knowled ge of the USW ’NTDS program. These procedures and
concepts are not doctrine , and are subject to change as new knowled ge dictates.

Specific details on object ives , p lans , and future applications to NTDS of various
S 

aspects of USW can be found in the bibliograp hy at the end of the report.
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CONFIDENTIAL

- INTRODUCTION
R. G. NYE

- I Head, Systems Equipment Branch

S Two statements made at the Joint Army-Navy Instrumentation Program Con-
S ference recently held in Dallas, Texas, are appropriate to the subject of Anti-

submarine Warfare Data Processing in the Naval Tactical Data System. The
first is:

“A system is that organization of facilities which is required to attain an ob-
jective. A weapons complex or detection facility are strictly subsystems in this
context.”

The second, from the Office of the Chief Signal Officer for Army Aviation , is:
“It would be easy for the scientist to invent us into economic ruin.”
The risk expressed in the second statement becomes certain if the basic truth

of the first statement is not perceived. Each contributor must proceed on the
assumption that his efforts, while defined as full-fledged systems in terms of objec-
tives, are actuall y subsystems, not of other contributing facilities, but of the USW
system.

The U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory has an almost completely unrestricted
opportunity to make important progress in the automation of USW. This will not
be accomplished by individual contribution in data processing, detection , com-
munications, or other aspects, no matter how good the effort. It can only be
achieved if the contributors are matched unilaterall y from the beginning. The

-
- 5 

habit of making interconnections at some future terminal point has been demon-
- strated as a sure road to failure . Any assumptions that system deficiencies at such

S a time could be corrected by adding another computer, or writing a better pro- -

S 
gram, are untenable. It is probable that just one computer aboard an action vessel
can tax the limits of practicability .

S Coordination can be achieved onl y if each contributor has maximum informa-
tion on all associated efforts.

A situation exists wherein knowledge of contributing systems is so sharp ly
peaked in the cognizant organization that no one contributor can confidentl y

S 
direct the technical details of the whole effort. System design will be shaped by a

- united effort of the organizations represented at this symposium. No mythical
superman in management will direct one contributing area to change its design

V for a better match with another. What is necessary is that each cognizant group

S ‘~ know enough about interconnecting, interface , or parallel effort so that changes
- can be initiated in their own design in order to arrive at the simp lest ultimate

system possible.
This compilation is intended as an experimental approach to this goal. Later

comments on how it , or a better procedure , can best be utilized in support of the S
NEL USW program are welcomed.
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Military Requirements for USW and NTDS
CAPT J. F. FELTER, USN

Head, NTDS Operations Group 
S

The Naval Tactical Data System operation group has assembled a bibliography
of official directives (p. 60) that relate to the ASW program in the NTDS system~

4 The directives are in chronolog ical order , and the bibliography lists those direc-
tives pertinent to ASW in NTDS. Although ASW is a part of NTDS, it has been
difficult to find one particular document exclusively devoted to ASW. The bib-

S 
liography emphasizes the importance of ASW with regard to NTDS. In the
Appendix of this report , a record of quotations that pertain to ASW is presented.

Official directives on NTDS/ASW have been received from both the Chief of
the Bureau of Shi ps and the Chief of Naval Operations. The starting date was
24 April 1956, when the development characteristics were first distributed. This
entailed a general statement that ASW was a part of NTDS, and that NTDS was
to provide information for the control and direction of traffic in the air defense,
ASW, and amphibious operations. The word “t raffic ” was used in the sense of the
exchange of information.

ASW began as Task Priority 4 in a directive to NEL. Shortly after , the sig-
nificance of ASW was realized and its priority was raised to a status equal to that
of air defense. The most important directive in the program is highl y classified
and cannot be discussed in this report.

The first detailed instructions were received from the Bureau of Shi ps, and are
referred to as the “Service Test Letter.” Specific comments on the stations to be
manned aboard the service test shi ps; the equipment required ; and the functions 

S

to be performed were given. The Chief of Naval Operations, as a result of this,
established a concurrent evaluation for NTDS, and ASW was a part of that
evaluation. NEL , and the Commander, Operational Test and Evaluation Force,
then formulated a project plan that represents the most important document
pertinent to the Military Requirements for ASW and NTDS. The proposed project
plan has now been approved.

The next documents of importance in regard to ASW in NTDS are the NTDS
- ‘ Service Test Instrumentation books, Vols. I and II , which pertain mainly to the

- 
service test ships,

4 If the directives are examined to determine specificall y what is needed at NEL
with regard to the minimum system, it will be seen that the Chief of Naval Op-
erations letter that established the concurrent evaluation had two requirements:

1. Tests for the capability of NTDS in processing, disp lay, and dissemination of
tactical information , and

2, Tests for the operability of the NTDS unit computer in the processing of .5

synthetic ASW information.
The concurrent evaluation is proceeding in three phases. Phase 1, 2 , and 3 each

contain two tasks, The odd-numbered tasks concern technical evaluation , and are
the direct responsibility of NFL. The even-numbered task is operational evaluation .

~t

and is the direct responsibility of the Commander . Operational Test and Evalua-
tion Force. Phase I is devoted to the min imum system in the ASDEC area , and

S anyth ing  that  comes out of this  should relate to the later phases when it is tested
aboard ship. The specific tasks for the operational evaluation of the ASW part

I 

- ‘ 

- of the m i n i m u m  system in the ASDEC area are concerned princi pall y with the

4 CONFIDENTIAL
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capability of NTDS to process synthetic ASW information , and to provide evalu-
ated ASW tactical information in suitable form to controllers and directing office rs
for the purpose of combat direction and coordination with air defense. Tests
of how ASW information is to be utilized is also a task.

In the technical phase, the principal, specific task is to determine the compati-
bility of the AN/SQS-4 sonar in the NTDS system. The concurrent evaluation ,
Phase 1, is now underway in both the technical and the operational aspects.

Present Status of Programming for USW
DR. R. GOSS

S 
- Head , Numerical Analysis Section

S 
The present conference is the firs t in a series in which progress on NTDS USW

will be reported, It seems legitimate therefore that a fair amount of attention
should be given to a critical appraisal of the concepts on which a proposed solu-

S 
tion to this problem is based. Onl y a few comments about these concepts as such
will be stated , but they are lurking in the background throug hout the entire
discussion. The concepts have been, and still are, of major concern in program-
ming, and if the right direction is not being pursued , it is important to find out
about it now.

It is not that doubt exists about the soundness of approach. The evidence avail-
able so far , as will be indicated , has confirmed the belief that work is proceeding
in the right way.

With the air-defense effort of NTDS well underway, it mi ght be well to begin
by briefl y noting some of the çr in t s  at which the USW problem is like air de-
fense, and where it is different. To take the diffe rences, it is clear , first of all , that
the time scales in the two problems are completel y different. Even the fastest
submarine will not change its position much during the time the computer is
processing the position information. Even stationary targets will be encountered.
This gives a different aspect to such matters as tracking and interception , althoug h
the basic mathematical formulas are the same.

Second, the sources of information in USW are much more diffuse. In air de-
fense, the onl y source of target data is fundamentall y the return from a radar scan
In USW, there is not onl y sonar , but also the possibility of radar , electronic
countermeasures , visual sightings, magnetic detection , and others,

Third , as a close relative to this difference , the classification of targets looms as
a major problem in USW. Their appearance may be ephemeral , and the data

S obtained are quite likel y to be hi ghl y ambi guous. In air defense, on the other
hand , the classification is a comparativel y minor difficulty.

S Fourth , the ASW force is much more at the mercy of its environment in carry-
ing out its task. The enemy submarine can be operating in a ca lm, stable medium
while , a few feet above it , the surface flee t may be fi ghting heavy seas,

S Fifth , and most important , the USW officer-in-charge has a wide var ie ty  of alter-
natives in making his decisions , and often the tactical situation is not ~cry well
defined. In air defense , the onl y decisions are essentiall y the fairl y clear-cut ones
of whether to launch m issiles or aircraft , and when to launch. l’his last difference
is by far the most important  to the programming effort.

-~ 
‘ 

Opposed to these difference s, it is evidenced that  USW and air  defense share
common problems of detection , localizat ion , solving tracking and intercept equa-
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dons, evaluating threats, and assigning and guiding weapons. In addition , both
have the problem of communication between friendly units. S

S The programming task that NEL has undertaken for USW is being conducted
at two levels, one being the minimum system, which is designed mainly to see
whether it can be done. This was assigned to NEL by BuShips and CNO. In spite
of the formidable difficulties that seem to intervene, it is agreed that the aim can
be ultimately on no less than a complete, essentially automatic system. This will
embrace the total USW operation of a task force capable of detecting, classif y ing,
and killing any anticipated enemy submarine force,

• Although the latter system is vastly more complicated than the former , and
involves much more decision-making and computational apparatus , it is believed
that the principles underlying the larger version are not different from those upon
which the simple system is based. For that reason , the planning has been kept
broad enough to allow for programming on any scale so that , as far as possible,
the mere chang ing of the parameter values in the system will allow for expansion
in any direction.

A word about those parameters is in order. There are obviously a great many
variables entering into a system such as this. Within certain limits the operation
of a system does not depend on the particular values assigned to those variables.
What the program for USW will do is to provide this operational framework ,
without specif ying the values of all the variables that enter into the system.
Whether the results of the tests are “right ” or not will depend both upon the
framework and the parameters. Many of the parameters will necessaril y have
to be given values based upon the best estimates of naval experts. An examp le
of this is weapons characteristics. Other parameters can be assigned by the pro-
grammers themselves with confidence that the values reflect the correct situation

With these considerations in mind , an outline of the program is as follows:
The computer is conceived as forming a link between data input and data

output, The input data will consist of information received periodicall y from a
S number of sources, the period depending on the nature of the information. For

exam ple, oceanographic parameters will be updated less frequentl y than those
defining the current tactical situation. The output data will be of two types:
(1) information about the environment and the current tactical situation , which
would be a periodic output; and (2) orders for action , these orders constituting

4 an ad hoc outut which depends upon the situation at hand. In between, the
compute r must organize the input data as it comes in , make choices based upon
it , and process it to place in the proper form for output. The input and output
problems are, generall y speaking, quite similar , and consist largel y of devising
codes for the convey ing of information to the computer from the external world ,

S 
- and routing the pieces of information to the proper storage locations and

S displays. 5

The problem for the responsible persons here has actuall y been one of policy-
making rather than programming, and the tie-in to the instrumentation has been

- 1 quite close. In order to provide concrete assistance to the instrumentation effort ,
earl y decisions have had to be made on a number of questions concerning input
and output , and the later developments have proven these decisions to have been ‘i
premature. Consequentl y, the present status represents a compromise in some

S instances with what hindsi ght indicates would have been more desirable.
- S 

- Once the decisions have been made at both ends, the challeng ing part of the
- - 5

.
’ - programming can be started . This is to bring to realization , in the form of coded

_5 S S~~~~ a

_ _ _ _ _  
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S - subroutines, the intricate logical relationships connecting the input and output
portions of the system. Present effort is in this area. S

Since the computer is considered as a link between input and output , pro-
gramming takes the form of a sandwich, with the input and output play ing the

- 
role of the bread and the data-handling the ham in between. The program has
been divided into three series, which for convenience have been termed the J,
K, and L series, corresponding respectively to input programs, data-handling

5 

5 
programs, and output programs. This designation is used herein.

Each series in turn is subdivided into certain categories of programs, and these
are denoted by a second letter. For examp le, JA is a set of programs that contain
input data from aircraft , and LA is a set of programs for aircraft control (table 1).
This list is by no means frozen as regards either the number or the content of the
items.

TABLE 1. ASW programs.

S “J” SERIES (Input Programs)
JA Aircraft
JC Classification

S JE Environment
S JN Navigation

JO Orders from control ship
JR Reports from responders
JS Sonar

JW Weapons

“K” SERIES (Data-Handling Programs)
KA Weapons assignment
KB Bathy thermograph computations
KC Classi fication
KD Detection

S KE Threat evaluation
KI Intercept control

KK Error correction
KM Mode , com mand, and prio rity designation
KP Deploy ment
KT Tracking

“L” SERIES (Output Programs)
LA Aircraft  control
LH Helm orders
LO Orders an d information to responders —

LS Sonar orders and informat ion 5

LW Weapons orders and informat ion

Taking the J series first , these as a class represent messages from various report-

S S I  
ing units that are received by th~ computer. A task force can be considered as

- being made Lip of a number of surface vessels, some of which ma) ’ have fixed-wing

- 
- aircraft or helicopters aboard. l’hc later inclusion of submarines as part of this

i 5 force has not been precluded. The task force may have responsibilities in the air
S 

defense part of NTDS, but for the present it is assumed that  USW is an independ-

~ 
5 5 . 

ent effort h av ing its own communications network and computer memory. One
‘‘ “

~~~~ ship is desi gnated the command and control shi p, and the others, responders.

CONFIDENTIAL 7
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S Under the control of the computer in the control ship, each responder is inter-
rogated in turn and responds with a message containing certain items of informa-

5 don. The message that has been called the JR report, when viewed from the
control ship, is this input message. The information ~s evaluated by the K series
and results in certain orders being sent to the responders, the programs for which
constitute the LO series.

L The responder gets its information from the chart house, helm , sonar track,
aircraft which it is controlling, etc. These reports are put together by the JA , JC,
JE , JN , JS, and JW series of programs. Except for the JA report , these data are

S assembled, either directl y or by means of keysets, in the proper locations aboard
S the ships. The computer in the responder samples these keysets periodically,

collects the information , sends out the LR report to the control shi p, receives
orders from the contro l ship (JO subroutines), and in turn outputs to several
stations on board and to its own aircraft via LA, LH, LS, and LW programs.

Meanwhile the control ship receives a JR report from each responder , and also
from its own sonar, aircraft , and so forth. However, in its relations to these
stat ions, it functions just like any other responder. It interrogates and issues orders
to itself. Thus the computer in each responder has in its memory those programs
that it needs to control its own stations and to partici pate as a responder in the
task force. The control shi p has superposed on these functions those of data-
handling for the task force as a whole. It is contemplated that , in the event the
control ship is unable to exercise contro l for any reason , its function could be
taken over by any other responder , and this would be done automaticall y accord-
ing to a predetermined line of succession. It is also considered that from time to
time SAU’s would be detached , in which case the SAU commander would become
control ship of the SAU with its own responders. No work has been done so far
on the imp lementation of this aspect of the problem.

A block diagram that summarizes these relations is shown in figure 1. The flow

J INPUTS K DATA HANDLING 1: OUTPUTS

COMMAND COMPUTER 4i~J__j j_.,[~
_
~ RESPONDER COMPUTER

EXECUTIVE PROGRAM EXECUTIVE PROGRAM

(KA) (KE KP) KA

(KB) IKI) (KT I

(K C (KK)

KO) (KM~

H 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _  

c~ EUlE~:
- -~~~~~~~~ - 

~S

S

Figure 1. ASW data series. 5
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from top to bottom is the intra-shi p flow , and that from left to ri ght the flow
beween the control ship and responder. Only one responder is shown besides the
control ship itself , but there can be any number in the net. It will be noted that
in some cases, such as JO and LO, the J series and L series designations actuall y

S refer to the same thing. The difference lies in whether a particular message is
viewed as an input or an output.

The J and L series are implemented largel y by means of keysets. The executive
flow charting has been completed for all of them. The first consideration can be

‘
i 

I the data that come into the computer via the J series (tables 2-7) . The executive
SR merely decomposes the message and puts the various data into a master data
list. This series requires certain auxiliary subroutines, examples of which can be
shown in figures 2-4.

TABLE 2. JA.

Name Item Bit Position

JAO (i) A/C Number 8-0
C.S. Number 20-15
Bng to C.S. 29-2 1

JAI(i) Rng so C.S. 11-0
Mode 17-15
Fuel 26-18

JA2( i) Armament 5-0
Sonar/Sonobouy Status 8-6

S Radar Status 11-9
ECM Status 14-12
MAD Status 17-15
X X X A R  Status 20-18
Target Class. 23-21

JA3(i ) Target Bearing 8-0
Target Range 29-15

JA4(i) Target Depth 8-0
S Target CSL~ 2 3-15

5 Target SPD 29-24

JA5(i)  A/C HOG 8-0
S A /C SPD 14-9

A/C ALT 23~l5

JA6-9 Spares

•~
5., ‘_

~4

5~~~~ . S
- S~-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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TABLE 3. JC

4 
Name Item Bit Position

JCO DOP 0.1
PIP 2-3
LEA 7-9
TEA 10-12
TL 13-14

JC1(17) Known Sonar 0-29
Obstructions

S JC2 Bng Foul 0-14
Rng Foul 15-29

JC3 Target Motion Steady 0-2

JC4-5 Spares

5 

TABLE 4. JE.

Name Item Bit Position

JEO Depth of Sea 14-0

JEt Swell Direction 8-0
Swell Amplitude 20-15

JE2 Wave Heig ht 5-0
Wave Direction 23- 15

JE3 Api,. Wind Direction 8-0
- App. Wind Velocity 20-15

JE4 Lat, of Ref. Point 29-0

“1 JE5 Long. of Ref. Point 29-0

JE6 Magnetic Variation 29-0

• JE7(64 ) BT Depth 5-0
-
• 

UT Temperature 23-15

JE8-9 Spares

Format for reference point Lat . and Long.

4 UHW degrees LHW mm
X X X X X XX . XX 0 Scaled V

Minutes positive and scaled 2

Degrees in UHW 0— 180 E are positive

Degrees in UHW 0— 180 W are negative

Complement used for West
UHW LHW

S , I~~. Example: 64°30’ EAST = [00100 360001 4
64°30” WEST L77677 360001

I-, “ 
S S

L mCONRDENT~~ 
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TABLE 5. LR-JR.

Name Item Bit Position

-~ I JRO(i) Responder Number 20.15
S Heading 14-6

S Speed 5.0

JR1( i) Own Ship Y Coord, 23-0

S JR2(i) Own Ship X Coord. 23-0
- I JR3(i) Resp. Mode 2.0

S Sonar Status 5-3
5 Radar Status 8-6

JR4(i) D/C Avail. 5-0
D/C Aboard 14-6
H/H Avail. 20-15
H/H Aboard 29-21

I JR5(i) Weapon A Fwd. Avail. 5-0
Weapon A Aft Avail. 11-6

- Weapon A Aboard 23-15
- - JR6(i) ASROC Avail. 5-0

ASROC Aboard 14.6
Torp. 1 Avail. 20- 15
Torp. 1 Aboard 29-2 1

JR7(i) Torp. 2 Avail. 5-0
Torp. 2 Aboard 14-6

S Torp. 3 Avail. 20- 15
- Torp. 3 Aboard 29.21

JR8(i) Dash Avail. 2-0
NUC Proj. Avail. 20-15
NUC Proj. Aboard 29-21

S JR9(i) Target A X Coord. 23-0

JR 1O(i) Target A Y Coord. 23-0

JR I I ( i )  Target A Depth 8-0
Target A Class, and Contact 20-15

Status
• 1 JRl2( i )  Target B X Coord. 23-sI

JR l 3( i )  Target B V Coord. 23-0

- JR 14(i) Target B Depth 8-0

$

5,- -

4 ’ ’  I’
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S - TABLE 6. JS.

Name Item Bit Position

J SO Target I Bng 0-8
Target I Rng 15-25

JSI Target I Depth 0-8
-~~ Target I Class. 15-17

Target I Contact Status 18-20

• JS2 Target 2 Bng 0-8
Target 2 Rng 15-25

• JS3 Target 2 Depth 0-8
Target 2 Class. 15-17
Target 2 C S. 18-20

JS4 Target 3 Bng 0-8
S 

Target 3 Rng 15-25

J S5 Target 3 Depth 0-8
S Target 3 Class. 15-17

Target 3 CS. 18-20

J S 6 Target 4 Bng 0-8
Target 4 Rng 15-2 5

JS7 Target 4 Depth 0-8
Target 4 Class. 15-17
Target 4 C.S. 18-20

JS8.10 Spare

TABLE 7. JW.

Name Item Bit Position

JWO I)C Aboar d 0-8
- ‘ DC Av ai l .  9-14

il /H Aboard 15-23
il/ U Avail. 24-29

JWI W/A Fwd. Avail .  0-5
5 

W A Aft  Ava i l .  6-11
- W/ 1~ Aboard 15-23

S Dash Avail .  2 5-27

JW2 ASROC Aboard 0-8
S ASRO C Av a i l .  9-14 

-
‘rorp. I Aboard 15-23
iori~, I A~ ai l .  24-29

S JW 3 lorp , 2 Aboard 0-8
I 1orp. 2 Avail.  9-14 5

‘Torp. 3 Aboard 15-23
1orp. 3 Avai l .  24-29

-

• 
5 N I (  A board 0-8

- NI C ~\ s ,til . 9-14

JW4- 5 Sp ir e

12 CONFIDENTIAL
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(LIRT) SUBROUTINES TO CONVERT LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
S IN DEGREE AND MINUTES TO RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

- - - 
S (NTDS X AND Y)

• ENTRANCE WITH ADDRESS OF
- 

REFERENCE LATITUDE IN(A) AND ADDRESS
OF RESPONDER LATITUDE IN (B)

S ____________ a INTERPOLATE FOR MINUTES LAT.

(
BEST

) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

____________________________ 
STORE CONVERSATION FACTOR

PRESET SUBROUTINE—B—TO CONV~~~] 
FOR A DEGREE OF LONG.

RESPONSIBLE LATITUDE TO MIN. 4’
4, DIVIDE BY 60 FOR

~ Rh TO —B— TO CONVERT \ 
MINUTES OF LONG.

TO MINUTES 
/ 4,

___________________________ 

ROUND AND STORE CONVERSATIO~~
STORE SIGN OF LAT1TUDE AND I 

FACTOR IN TEMP. I
NO. OF MINUTES IN SUBROUTINE-Aj 4,

4, PRESET SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT
PRESET SUBROUTINE —B— REF. LONGITUDE TO MIN.
TO CONVERT REF. LATITUDE TO MIN.

4, / RTJ TO —B— TO

/ Rh TO CONVERT —B— \ CONVERT TO MIN.
S 

TO MINUTES 4,

4, STORE SIGN OF LONG. AND NO,
OF MIN. IN SUBROUTINE —A—

STORE CONVERSATION FACTOR FOR
LENGTH OF MIN. OF LONGITUDE IN ____________________________

S ioo~ TPRESET SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT
RESPONDER LONG. TO MIN.

- __________________ __________________

TO—A-SUBROUTINE TO GET~~~~ ( RU TO —B— TO CONVERT

)

I ESET ADDRESS OF TABLE IN TABLE / Ru TO —A— TO GET X
1 100K-UP-LOOP

4 4,
- REFERENCE LAT. 

ENTRY FOR ( BEST ) ~S X COORDINATE IN (A)
Y COORDINATE IN (Q)

S ‘ Figure 2. LLRT subroutines.

_ _ _  -- _ _ _ _
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ENTRANCE

h r

CLEAR (B2)

11’ EAST OR

/
“

~ REFER E NCE ~05T”\ NO ( SIGN REF. Th 
NORTH 

SET FLAG B2 =
-
. ( (LAT. OR LONG.) J~ ’\ NEG. OR POS.?J 77777 TO COMPLEMENT

~
‘\S~~RESPONDER? ~ J’ ,j ,,

~NEG. (WEST

YES
S 

SUBTRACT NO. MIN. ADD NO. MIN. 
_____ 1FOR DIFFERENCE TO GET DIFFERENCE

NORTH ORS 
____________________ EAST OF REF. ____________________ 

S

( DIFFERENCE “\ POS. REF., POS.,
P05. OR NEG? J OR NEG? J

S NEG. (WEST OR I pos.
S 4 SOUTH OF REF.) +

COMPLEMENT I I SET FLAG B2 = 77777
DIFFERENCE J [ TO COMPLEMENT

C OR NEGATIVE? D ~°~‘9~
_
~irL TEMPORARY

~ NEG. J ________________

B2 = 77777 SET j MULTIPLY BY
FLAG TO COMPLEMENT CONVERSION FACTOR

I COMPLEMENT, IF 1 SCALE AND
S I  L FLAG IS SET _j’ J ROUND

YES(i~~~ESPONDER OUTSIDi’~ ~ EXIT TO FAULT
5 ~~RADAR RANGE?

~ NO

7 EXIT SUBROUTINE

—A— SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT TO RECTANGULAR COORDINATES

- 
I 

Figure 3. LLRT subroutines .

- 
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S —B— SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT DEGREES TO MINUTES (LIRT)

- ENTRANCE

CLEAR BS 1
(~~~ REES POSS OR N ”) 

NEG 
,f NEG. SET SIGN FLAG

‘\_. 
B] 77777 FLAG 

Ill
MULTIPLY BY 60 H CLEAR SIGN BIT

S 

_ _ _  _ _ _

SHIFT TO MATCH I
SCALE OF MIN. ~ IA ~ D MINUTES SCALED 25 . 

1
EXIT NUMBER MINUTES
IN (0) SIGN IN (B])

Figure 4. LLRT subroutines.

Turning now to the K series, it is found that each one of the categories is
potentiall y a whole collection of subroutines. First of all , the names must be
explained . Tentativel y, brief statements have been laid down to indicate the cate-

- 

S 
gories as guides for the programmers. These are shown in table 8 and are not
intended to be definitive. It will be seen that in some cases the objectives imp lied
by these statements are rather ambitious. They have deliberately been made so in
order not to lose sight of the ultimate goal of complete automation. However, an

S effort has been made to be realistic over what can be achieved in limited periods
of time.

S In reference to the statu s of these programs, it is not really possible to state that
any one set is finished or not, cor this is relative to the particular goals of the

‘1 moment. Second, some arbitrary choices have had to be made as to where to start,
5 4 and the guideline here was the desire to prove the feasibility of automatic USW.

Consequently, not much effort has been devoted to those areas where amp le
precedent from air defense is available to help. The effort has been directed into
completely virg in territory, and attention has been concentrated on those parts
uni que to USW. KB and KC were undertaken to prove that they could be done,
and are both far enough along to establish that point. - KC results have exceeded -

‘ expectations. KA and KE are well under way, with the relative weights of all the
factors as yet undecided. KI and KD w l l  be first cousins to the corresponding S

programs in NTDS A - D. KK and KM are being left to the very last, for by their
S 

- 
nature they must be superimposed on the others. KP is being considered onl y in S

S its simp lest aspects at present and probabl y will be for some time to come. It is 5

possible here to have the computer recognize standard tactical situations and to S

recommend standard maneuvers (screens, attacks, search plans, etc.). What this
would gain is not clear at this time. In the matter of deployment, USW operations

‘ cease to be independent of air defense.

_____________________ -- 
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TABLE 8. K series programs.

KA WEAPON ASSIGNMENT: Determine and assign best weapon to be used in
the destruction of a target based upon range to target , kill range , probability

S of kill , weapons availa ble , cost , classification , sa fety of own forces , etc. - -

KB BT COMPUTATIONS: Compute predicted sonar range based on bath yt hermo-
S graph information.

KC CLASSIFICATION: Classify a contact as submarine or nonsubmarine.
- , I

KD DETECTION: Process sonar and other inputs to determine that a target is
present.

KE THREAT EVALUATION: Considering classification , deployment , possibility -
•

of effective defense and offense , an d all other pertinent data , decide whether
offensive , defensive , or no action is called for. S

1(1 INTERCEPT CONTROL: Control all types of Units to intercept target after
detection.

KK ERROR CORRECTION: Monitor continuousl y all prog rams to detec t crro~s
of all types (t ransmission , machine malfunction , incomp ati hi l i t ~ of data , etc.)
an d to prevent these errors from resulting in wrong decisions or actions ,

KM MODE , COMMAND , AND PRIORITY DESIGNATION: Maintain accounting
of mode, command , an d priority designations of all un i t s  and actions, and
control programs based on that accounting. MODE is the action status of a
unit ( I. e., search , attack , transit , screen , etc.) . COMMAND is the function of the
unit in t he chain of command. PRIORITY is the order in which the actions are
carried out .

KP DEPLOYMENT: Determine dispositions of units  best suited to meet the current
situation an d to carry out thc decisions of the Commander.

KT TRACKING: Main ta in  Contact with target and suppl y position information
during all phases of in ’. est igation and engagement.

In efforts up to the beginning of September 1959. the USW programs have been
treated as separate pieces. These pieces have to be fitted together by a master
program which gathers in all the data , performs the bookkeep ing, and knows at

r - each instant what actions are required. This is now being worked on, and it is 
S

expected that the first version of a USW tactical program will be available soon.
4 It is appropriate in reporting progress on the USW problem to mention a

parallel effort , the NEL Comp iler NELCO. One of the major considerations in
develop ing NELCO has been to make it useful in USW programming. certain
capabilities ha ve  been built  into it , such as bit handling , which were initiall y
dictated by the requirements of USW. With NELCO available , it mean s that once

S the programming to the flow chart stage has been comp leted. the production S

of the machine code is accomp lished in a matter of hours as compared with weeks
without  it. This is a fact demonstrated by the programs for classification and
bath ythermogr~ph reading. Before NELCO was available (and this  was the case
with the A, B, and C series of NTIDS programs), many weeks of routine program-
ming were required af ter  the flow charts were made. This tended to produce a
certain inf lexibi l i ty  in the programs in that changes could not be readil y imp le-
mented . Now, however , experiments in coding parts of the USW programs with
NELCO have demonstrated that  required changes , major or minor , can be incor-

S porated into the product at any time w ith li t t le difficulty.

•

~S~ ~~ 5 S
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Automatic USW Data Processing and
Presentation

F S 

ROBERT H. HARWOOD
Head , Experimental Application Section

A brief review of the over-all requirements of NEL Problem N4-3, Task 18, is
not easy because the many changes have made it difficult to give a precise prob-
lem statement at this time. However, the aspects that have not changed radically

S will be considered.
S Task 18-a states:

“Make the modifications required to allow the SQS-4 mock-up now located in
S 

the ASDEC area of NEL to operate with the AN/SSQ-25(V) in the same area.”
Task 18-b states:
“Make recommendations to the Bureau of Ships for equipment modifications

of additions required to integrate USW search and USW weapons direction sys-
tems with the Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS).”

Both of these tasks were scheduled for comp letion by the end of October 1959,
based on the presumption that the “A” link net tests would have been finished
and the report written several months ago. Task 18-a will come close to meeting
this date even with the interruptions. Task 18-b will not then be completed.
interruptions, and the unavailabilit y of some material , have caused effort to be
several months behind on Task 18-b. Some data have been gathered , but not
enoug h to make more than a dent in the problem.

Another trend to be considered is the change in character of the task as a result
of the recent increasing emphasis on USW. It might be better to make this task
merge into some of the recommendations made by the USW Committee in the
report entitled “Proposed Program for Application of Automatic Data Processing
Techni ques to Undersea Warfare,” and make it a continuing one. Some of these
implications will be treated later .

Continued work on Task 18-b is p lanned. As soon as the “A” link net tests are

S S completed and manpower is available , Task 18-b will be conducted at an acceler-
ated pace so that the information will  be obtained as rap idl y as possible. Instead
of recommendations being made to the Bureau of Ships for changes required to
integrate these equi pments piecemeal into NTDS, the information should be
routed to the System and Operational Anal ysis Branch for integration into Phase
2 (“Develop System Functional Design ”) of the program mentioned above. The

S recommendations that would then come out of Phase 3 (“Develop Specifications
S 

for System Components” ) would be integrated with the entire p lan and not in-
vo lve a “shotgun ” approach. This would delay some of the ini t ia l  procurements ,

-

~~ 

but would reduce the time required for a satisfactory working system in the Fleet.
S 

If the over-all program is to proceed at a satisfactory rate , it w i l l  he necessary
that techni que studies , and the development of personnel competence in such
techni ques as are required to perform Phase •i ( “Develop Equi pments as Re-
quired ), he conducted concurrentl y wi th  Phases I , 2 , and 3. New method s are
appearing so rap idl y that  past experience can he taken onl y as a basis for new
effort. It is important to develop personnel competence in the new techni ques if

S 

a large part of the work entai ls  monitoring contracts. It is possible. alt houg h not
efficient , to learn about techni ques whi l e  work is being performed , but teaching
requires a more expanded knowled ge.

- S “
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The limited manpower situation that exists, and the pressure of the current
work load , makes it impossible to investigate all avenues of approach. It is there-
fore necessary to make the best estimate possible of the direction that the develop-
ment will take.

A hypothesis was started to describe the possible system. This h ypothesis will
probabl y not be correct in all of its imp lications, but it should be close enough
to indicate any serious weaknesses in techni que requirements. Personnel of various
areas have been contacted for suggestions to make the hypothesis more accurate.
This will be completed as soon as possible and put in written form.

The hypothesis is at present onl y in outline form , and the outline is in an early
stage because not enough knowledgeable personnel have been contacted to give
a high degree of confidence in it. However , certain imp lications, which may change

S later, are arising that might make interesting discussions. Some of these may be
considered as follows:

1. It appears that two major types of equi pment problems (and probabl y
philosophical problems) exist that must be solved in the USW program. One
concerns the DLG class and larger ships that will be fitted with complete NTDS
systems. The other concerns smaller platforms such as DD’s, DE’s, hydrofoil boats,

- . helicopters , blimps, fixed-wing aircraft , and other units too small , or too expend-
able, to carry the full  system. Some of the equi pments will be common to both
types, but others may be radicall y different. The smaller p latf orm s will probab ly
require some equipment , differing from any now available , to enable them to send
and receive target messages and orders, or to assist them in weapons emp loyment ,
navi gation , multishi p operation , etc. This may require some specialized computa-
tion and data transmission equi pment if the size is to be kept small enoug h to be
usable.

2. The smaller shi ps will  probabl y require some method of controlling air-
cra ft , or other small , hi ghl y mobile platforms, sent to ass ist them in USW opera-
tions , particularl y in the case of a detached surface attack un it .

- 
3. Some new types of disp lays are needed. The operator ’s disp lay for detection

and or tracking can be very similar to the present disp lay, but it should have
better information coming to it in the form of improved rate-aided tracking,
classification , etc. This could possibl y be a modified unit  disp lay. The disp lays in

- - the underwater battery plot and ‘or combat information center , however , should
have a record of the immediate past history and predicted fu tu re  position. Whether
it would be better to make this past history a result of long-persistence phosphors ,

S of a partial degenerative storage tube, or computer generated , cannot be stated
at this time.

4. A method of weapons direction and or coordination is essential. Whether
it is better to feed the target information to the Bureau of Ordnance computers ,

S or whether it is bette r to combine the weapons direction , targe t predict ion . and

5 
“bookkeep ing ” in one computer is not known at this time. The results of such

S decisions should be known at an earl y date because of their  effect upon instru-
S mentation.

5. If submarines are to he used in the comp lex . a better method of communi-

S cation with them is necessary. If computers arc used in the small un i ts , some of
the functions might be performed by them.

A number  of areas need int ensive effort , and work is underway on some. The
following list of such areas may be of possible interest:

I
~~~~~

4
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1. Sonar improvement (a continuing program)
2. Automatic raw data processing
3. Automatic classification
4. Improved automatic tactical data processing
5. Improved USW data display
6. Fire-control computer coordination or computation
7. Automatic maneuvering for torpedo evasion, etc.
8. Drone ship control
9. Air platform control and communications

10. Communications with and control of SS, SSK, etc.
The following outline is not intended as a design of the system. This is an

attempt to outline the problems sufficientl y to locate any omissions in the tech-
nique structure. A code number of the Navy Electronics Laboratory is shown
after each item in the outline in an effort to indicate the personnel possessing the
latest information on the subject.

I. PROBLEMS TO BE INSTRUMENTED
A. USW Applications of DLG and Larger Ships

1. DLG 10 and 11 (see NTDS Service Test Instrumentation , or “Purp le Book”)
2. Integration of advanced si’ aal-processing and information-processing

techniques.
S a. Detection and tracking by automatic-signal processing (2600)

b. Classification (2600)
c. Maneuvering and station-keeping (2240)
d. Control of aircraft for USW (2840 and 2860)
e. Communications — electromagnetic, subsurface, and transbarrier (2600

and 2700)
f. Tactical situation summary — past , present, and predicted (2860)

- S g. Weapons direction coordination (2860) (BuOrd )
h. Safety monitoring (2240)

F i. USW status and orders (2850)

B. Minimal System USW Ships (smaller than DLG)
S 1. Service test period (none)

2. 1963 to 1970 models
a. Automatic detection and tracking (2600)
b. Automatic classification (2600)
c. Maneuvering and station-keeping (2240)

S d. Control of ASW aircraft (2240 and 2860)
e. Communications — EM, SS, and TB (2600 and 2700)
f. Tactical situation summary (2860)

S g. Weapons direction coordination (2860) (BuOrd)
h. Status and orders (2850)

A _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _  
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II. DESCRIPTION OF POSITION AND EQUIPMENT FUNCTIONS
(Methods of Instrumentation)

A. USW Applications of DLG and Larger Ships
1. DLG 10 and 11 (see “Purp le Book”)
2. Integrated models

a. USW raw data processing (2600 )
(1) Detection and location (2600)
(2) Classification (2600 and 2100)

S b. USW tactical data processing
(1) Tracking (2240 and 2860)
(2) Underwater battery plot (2860 )
(3) Combat information cente r plot (2860)
(4) Internal communications with NTDS and summary plots, and data

sources (2860)
(5) Communications (2600 and 2700)

B. Minimal System USW Ships
1. Service test period (none )
2. 1963 to 1970 models

a. USW raw data processing
(1) Detection and location (2600)
(2) Classification (2600)

b. USW tactical data processing
(1) Tracking (2600 and 2860)
(2) Underwater battery plot (2860)
(3) Combat informat ion center plot (2860)
(4) Brid ge summary plot (2860)

c. USW aircraft handling
(1) Summary plots (2860)
(2) Air controller position (2860) S

(3) Data transmission (2700)
¶ d. Radar data processing

(1) Detection and tracking (2862)
(2) Summary plots (2862)

e. Communications data processing (2700 and 2600)

Si USW Data Control System
J. P. WARD

Project Leader 1 , Experimental Application Section

S The task assi gned was that of the desi gn and production of a minimum system
S for the entry of selected keyset-stored, USW information into the Naval Tactical

Data System. This information may be inserted into the keysets automaticall y,

semiautomaticall y, or manuall y.
An exa mp le of both automatic and semiautomatic insertion would be the simu-

lated “SLANT RANGE” and “BEARING” target informat ion that wi l l  he taken

from the SQS-4 sonar equi pment located in the ASDEC area. This may he auto-

S 
matic and or semiautomatic since the informat ion  is taken automatical l y from -

the cursor, and the cursor may be posit ioned automaticall y by the rate-aiding
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S computer, manually by the sonarman, or by both methods simultaneously. The
group performing the task is primaril y responsible for the Data Control System
that is inserted between the outputs of the keysets and the input to the unit
computer.

A brief treatment of the philosophy of operation follows:
USW information is collected in the keysets in 30-bit words. These words of

information , which are essentially similar in content, and require updating at
approximately the same rates, are then assembled in the form of a report consist-
ing of one or more 30-bit words. The unit computer will request complete reports
from the control system at predetermined intervals. The control system will then
present the words of the report to the unit computer in a predetermined sequence.

In order to meet, as nearly as possible, the time schedule initiall y set up with
the manpower available, rap id determinations had to be made about the system.
After cost, simplicity, and time were considered, it was decided to use printed -
circuit , solid-state logic, and switching packages. These packages were to be de-
signed and produced locall y for static-type operation. The circuitry would be
basically similar to the Remington Rand Univac transfer circuits and use negative
logic internall y. The input and output packages are also basically similar to those
used in the unit computer. Positive logic is used externally, with the input and
output characteristics essentially meeting the Remington Rand specifications.

This control system is relatively slow in that it can present word s to the unit
computer at a maximum rate of onl y 20,000 words per second. However, it is
certain that once the system is in operation , this rate can be increased to make
the most efficient use of the register time in the unit computer , and without major
modifications. Twenty thousand words a second probabl y exceeds requirements
when compared to the rates of acquisition of most USW information , but it may
be wasteful of unit computer register time. However, during the preliminary tests
for which this system was designed , reg ister time will not be a problem.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of the system, including keysets. In this confi gura-
t ion , the system is capable of handling from one to six reports consisting of six

KEYSET I KEYSET BUFFER MASTER BUFFER UNIT COMPUTER
S 

I II KS~~ _____  

I I
_ _  I I I

S 
i 1T 0 6 I I KSB I

_ _  

_ _  

_ _

_ _ _  I

_ _ _  I _ _ _

I 1T O 6 MB I I UC
S - _ _  I I’II KS I 

_ _ _ _ _  

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I 1 T0 6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I~J I

I I I

Figure 5. Simplified USW key set entry system.
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30-bit words each. When the system is going to handle one report , it need not be
in this confi guration. In this fi gure the master buffe r is connected directl y to the
unit computer and is capable of selecting, at random , any one of up to six keyset
buffers. This depends upon the report requested by the unit computer throug h the
function code. The keyset buffers represent reports, and each is capable of present-
ing in sequence to the master buffer (and thus to the unit computer) a maximum

S of six words, which are stored in the keysets.
The projected sequence of operation is as follows:

1. The unit computer requests a specific report by sending the proper func-
tion code followed by the function code READY command.

2. The master buffer then opens the required input gates to its reg ister , and
the proper keyset buffer is selected and set for operation.

3. When the first communication ready command is received from the un i t
computer, the first word, from the appropriate keyset, is gated into the keyset
buffer register and thus on to the master buffer reg ister.

4, The RESUME command originates in the keyset and , after a t iming opera-
tion in the keyset buffer , is fed to the master buffe r and thus to the unit  computer.

5. After the unit computer has accepted the data and sent another communica-
tion read y command , the next word in the predetermined sequence is set into the
reg isters and the READY .RESUME operation continues unti l  all words of the
report have been accepted by the unit computer.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the system still in a multi-report confi guration.
But here is shown at least one report consisting of more than six words. In this
confi guration the first keyset processes the first three word s throug h the second
keyset buffer to the master buffer , and the second keyset buffer processes the last
five words. These keyset buffers may be stacked in this manner to handle “n ”
number of words for a report , and with onl y a sli ght deterioration in word rate.

Figure 7 shows the system in a sing le-report confi guration. Note that the master S

buffer has been removed and that the keyset buffer is connected directl y to t he
uni t  Computer.

Fi gure 8 is a block diagram of the keyset buffer. Each buffer recognizes the
f unction code, which designates the report it processes and sets the sequencing

S contro l read y for operation. The data READY control initiates the change from
word to word as the sequence operation continues.

S The t iming control delays the RESUME command to the master buffer unt i l
S all reg isters contain the proper word . Then the sequence control and the reg ister

are self-exp lanatory.
The function code, funct ion code READY , data READY , and RESUME lines

are available to the next keyset buffer in cases where a report consists of more
than six words, and keyset buffers must be stacked as shown in fi gure 6. Onl y the
RESUME l ine  is avai lable  to the keysets, and the RESUME command is present
on this line cont inual l y except during the time th at  data are actuall y being upd ated
or changed.

Fi gure 9 is a block diagram of the master buffer. The funct ion code control
and its READY control contain amp lifiers for feeding the code and its READY

S command to the keyset buffers. These controls , together with  the keyset buffe r
selector , also open the proper gates in the reg ister to accept the information from
the selected keyset buff er .  The data READY and RESUME controls are onl y
buffer amp lifiers to accept the READY command from the unit  computer and
feed it to the keyset buffers , and then to accept the RESUME command from the

S 22 CONFIDENTIAL -
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S Figure 7. USW keyset entry system for entry of only one report.
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S - keyset buffers to feed to the unit computer. No special timing networks are neces-
S sary in this unit as were used in the keyset buffers.

One possibility not included in this system is random access to words rather
than to reports. However, with a very minimum of modification , up to six words
could be handled in a random access manner. With a relativel y moderate amount
of modification , more could be handled in this manner , or a combination of both
random access report with sequenced words and random access words could be

S handled simultaneously.
The USW Data Control System in a refined , miniaturized version could be used

to process any data , but especiall y relativel y slow-changing data , and in any type
of access required. On small , non-NTDS shi ps, it could be utilized to assemble
and present data for transmission on a communication link. This latter use would
require some additional development work.

If future events indicate the feasibility of approach , the necessary refinements
to the system will be made to bring it up to the state of the art. When the amount
of data and the manner of their presentation to the computer are fixed , a ma j or
portion of the versatility built into the system can be eliminated , with some
simplification to follow.

TASK 18-b
The effort extended on Task 18-b has as yet been small. This task entails the

integration of sonars and fire-control systems with the Naval Tactical Data Sys-
tem. A brief stud y of the possibility of exchang ing information between NTDS
and the Fire Control Group Mk 102 has been conducted , and an investi gation
of what would be required of and by the unit  computer to solve the fire-control
problem associated with current “hed gehogs” has also been made. These are cx-

S ploratory studies of the integration problem , and involve essentiall y obsolete
weapons and direction systems.

Keyset for the Insertion of USW Data
S C. KIRKPATRICK

Project Leader 2. Exp erimental Application Section
S The keysets are based on simp le switching techni ques. The task is to provide a

famil y of switching keysets by which a human operator can feed information
into the system , for much of the sonar informat ion  of necessity must be fed in

- ‘nanuall y. Studies have shown that  the in fo rmat ion  contained in sonar can best
be anal yzed by a human operator. Many attempts have been made to make th is

S equi pment automatic , but a human being comes up w i t h  the best ans~~ers, par.
S ticularl y in areas like classification. Althoug h the long-range intention is to make

everything automatic , it is not believed that  this  is going to be accomp lished very
S soon; therefore we are prepar ing a few different  types of kcy sets for the manual

insertion of sonar data.
- The computer acccpr.~ data in i t s  inpu t s  onl y in b inary  for- rn . Humans  are not

used to binary notation , and for l a r r ~c nu us hers there are too man y d ig i t s  (h i t s )
to keep in mind .  I lowever . th ree  h in .r ry  h i t s arc not too d i f i k u l t  to remember.
Thi s leads , for convcn i en tc  in c 1ni ic k  cons er st ons , to a form of flOt ~I t t O f l  known as

S the octal system. A hr ic f  exp lan t ion of th i s  system is therefore in order.
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The octal system uses numbers onl y from zero throug h seven. Any binary num-
ber , or decimal number , has an octal equivalent. Each octal number can be rep-
resented by three binary bits. The binary equivalent is the same for either octal
numbers or decimal numbers up to number 7, as follows:

Decimal Octal Binary

0 0 000
1 S 5 1 001
2 2 010
3 3 011
4 4 100
5 5 101
6 6 110
7 7 111

For decimal numbers from 7 throug h 63, a second bank of three binary di gits
is needed:

Decimal Octal Binary

8 10 001 000
9 11 001 001

10 12 001 010
11 13 001 011
12 14 001 100
13 15 001 101
14 16 001 110
15 17 001 111
16 20 010 000
17 21 010 001
18 22 010 010
19 23 010 011
20 24 010 100

I sr decimal numbers 61 throug h 511 , a third group of three binary di g its is S

needed . etc.
The octal  numbers never contain any di g it greater than 7. Therefore if the

binary number is broken Lip in groups ~f three , it is easy to read , hack and forth ,
t he b inary  or octal equivalents.  However, to he able to convert from octal to
decimal , or fro m decimal to octal , some sort of conversion chart becomes neces-
sary. One chart , prepared for decimal numbers up to 1024, took seven well-filled
pages to show the equivalent  decimal , octa l , and binary numbers. If the chart
were I)rep~1re d to show onl y the decimal and octal equivalents , much more infor-
mati on could be shown per page.

The programs being set up for the insertion of USW information will  emp loy

S 
30-hit b in ary  words. l’he hits wil l  be, in most cases, hunched in groups of three

~~~~~~~ 
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with various types of information appearing in definite bit positions. Each three-
-
- bit group can be represented by a sing le octal number; therefore the 30 binary

bits can be expressed with a 10-digit octal number. Information can be changed
an ywhere in the word , three bits at a time, by chang ing the appropriate octal

-
~ number.

A number of different types of octal switches are under consideration for manual
insertion of data. The decision as to which type to use depends upon the speed

- with which the switching has to be done, and also upon the space allowed in the
equipment involved.

The speediest , but most expensive, switch appears to be the pushbutton type.
A special keyset is being built to show sonar classification that uses some of these

S switches. The wiring of the pushbutton type will be different than all the others
- since it will not use the group-of-three octal code. It will also feed directl y into

a special section of the computer.
Reasonable speed can be obtained by using the multi ple-wafe r rotary switch ,

a single one controlling three binary bits. Another switch uses 10 switches to
control 30 binary bits.

Another switch is a very compact , octal type employ ing printed circuitry. This
has an output of 30 binary bits , the same as the bigger unit mentioned previousl y.
This smaller keyset is slower to operate, and one must employ care in moving
the drums to be sure the detents land in the right place, but for slowl y changing
data , it will be very useful, Several of this type are read y for operation. Figure 10
shows a typ ical circuit to be used with these switches to furnish information to
the computer via the master buffer.

OCTAL INDICATORS
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Figure 10. Ty pical ~0-hit keyset.
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A minor problem exists in providing suitable means for disp lay ing the octal
number being inserted , particularl y in poorly li ghted areas. If the illumination
level is sufficient , the position of the switch itself can point to an engraved num-
ber, or disp lay onl y one number engraved on a dial. Where i l luminat ion levels
are low, auxiliary glowing indicators can be operated throug h a separate set of

- switch contacts. These indicators can be in the form of illuminated pushbuttons ,
S Nixie tubes , “Idea INC” types, or any other of the many available.

Certain types of sonar information can easil y be assembled at high speed, and
more or less automaticall y. Facilities for doing this have been developed for both

5- range and bearing in the form of a rotary shaft pulse counter. Additional log ic
circ ui t ry  has been developed for converting and disp lay ing this  in format ion  in
bina ry bits. The present equi pment has been designed to work into the computer
via the master buffer. Should it be required , circuitry is on hand that  could per-
mit entrance into the computer directl y.

The present plans for feeding sonar data into the Naval Tactical Data System
entail use of the AN ‘SQS. 1 sonar installation alread y in the ASDEC area. Four
racks of equipment will be installed adjacent to the AN !SQS-4 where data can
either be manuall y inserted into the keysets while the sonar disp lays are being
observed , or automat icall y inserted with the equi pment servo-connected to the

• sonar system.

Automatic Entry of Range and Bearing
W. ELLIS

Experimental Application Section

S It is not intended that this equi pment be an automatic tracking for the sonar.
The sonar operator will manuall y position the range and bearing Cursor , and the
equi pment will automaticall y convert the shaft  position of range and bearing to
a binary number. The equipment will be used to provide inputs for remote dis-
plays and the fire-control computer.

- In general , the techni que entails taking a voltage proportional to range from
a linear potentiometer attached to a calibrated shaft . The shaft is manuall y posi-

S 
- tioned by the operator to adjust the range strt~~e on the sonar contact. For bearing,

the stroke is positioned by a sy nchro on a mechanical shaft , which is calibrated
in degrees and positioned by the operator. Both shafts are availal,le in two-speed
synchro outputs. A sing le.speed servo is being used to drive the serial bit reader
(fi gure 11).

The next step is to convert the shaft position to a binary numher.
It was decided not to uti l ize one of the available binary coded wheels because

- their apparent simp licity can be a delusion when the problem of ambi guity is
S considered. A detent code wheel involves no problems, but to read out dur ing

rotation requires special treatment and introduces a comp lication that increases
the complexity of the mechanical unit  and or the logic circuitry.

Accuracy and the ambi guity problem impose close mechanical tolerances, with
- attendant hi gh cost and limited life due to wear. After these factors were con-

sidered , it was decided that an electronic equivalent of the b inary coded wheel

S 
would be used. This wi l l  provide a complete di g ital system for Iow.order accu-

S 

racy app lications, If the electrical contacts on a binar y coded wheel are visualized
for a given count position , it can be seen that they correspond to the outputs of 

S
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S successive stages in a binary counter for the same count impact. To utilize this,
a mechanical unit may be constructed to read serially the number of bits between
two displaced positions on a drum or disc. One of the positions must have a pulse
at the zero position to reset a binary counter; the other must be an adjustable

• 
S 

input shaft that will provide a pulse for reading into a store the binary number

S 
(figure 12).

0
S 

SONAR

ER 
MOTOR 1

COUNT

RANGE ZERO PULSE-TO-

CIRCUITS
WRITE

‘S

Figure 11. Block diagram of sonar shaft position to serial bit reader.
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Figure 12. Serial bit reader.
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If a zero position is placed on a wheel, with equally placed bits put around the
wheel, and a stationary reading device is used for both, a zero position and the

S 
serial input bits for the binary counter are obtained.

The shaft input is accomplished by a movable reading device that is activated
by the zero position on the wheel. The input shaft , when displaced from the
stationary zero reading device, will provide a pulse that will write a binary num-
ber into the store that is equal to the number of bits contained within the dis-
placed angle. The speed of the bit wheel determines the updating rate into the

S store. At 1800 rpm, the store will be updated 30 times per second (fi gure 13).
The electronic circuits associated with the bit wheel consist basicall y of a binary

S counter , a data store, and a gate for writing the desired count from the counter
into the data store.

The binary counter counts the 360 consecutive pulses from the bit wheel. The
zero pulse from the bit wheel, which is coincident with the 360th count , resets
the counter to zero.

The write pulse from the variable input shaft , which is variable with reference
S to the zero pulse, operates the write gate and causes to be stored the binary count

with which it coincides.
1 Associated with the basic circuits is a RESUME gate, which interrupts a

RESUME signal and prevents the data control equipment from reading the store
while its data con tent is being changed . There is also a fli p-flop that inhibits the
normal write function and inserts all “ones” into the store when there are no data
to be reported.

An associated item of inte rest in this general consideration of automatic entry

S 
of range and tracking is that the serial bit reader may be used without modifica-

-~ tion for conversion to any number system for which a counter can be built. Simul-
taneous Conversion in two or more numbe r systems is also available from one
serial bit reader.

4
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Figure 13. Logic circuitry.
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S NTDS “C” Communications Link
S D. GIBSON

Head, Special Development Section

It is assumed that current interest in the NTDS “C” communications link varies
from only slight to moderate. As the pediatrist said of the newborn infant , how-
ever, there may be a lot of changes over the next few months.

It cannot be stated that the link was born of necessity. NEL was not a partici-
S pant at the time of its conception. Its birth, however, seems more fortuitous as it

-

. grows older. Some of its features appear to be rather arbitrary. There may be
difficulty for some to grant it full acceptance and to accord it a purposeful exist-
ence. While its hereditary characteristics are alread y established , there is good
reason to hope that , throug h proper manipulation of its environmentall y devel-
oped characteristics , it may be nurtured to the stature of a full-grown and useful
entity. It may achieve a functional status beyond the capabilities of its contem-
poraries. Let us now meet this stranger , the “C” communications link , and become
better acquainted. It could prove to be an interesting and valuable friend.

The Special Development Section has had some of the commercial “C” link
equi pments for onl y 2 months and has not acquired all of it. Fortunatel y, there

S 
has been time to prepare special instrumentation for its evaluation: These obser-

S 
,‘a( ions are probabl y somewhat opinionated and in many respects are preliminary.
Any consideration of the link’s attributes at this time is “like looking through a
glass, darkl y.”

The items to be discussed consist of the following:
S First , a physical description and the technical characteristics of the “C” com-

munications link subsystem; second, instrumentation capabilities and test objec-
tives; third , predicted performance potential; fourth , the effects of the “C” link
on other associated equipments; and fifth , some aspects on possible service
employment.

Figure 14 is a simplified block diagram of a typ ical station employ ing the com-
- 5 munications “C” link. Basicall y, the unit computer (the T-46) will  be used in

T DISPLAY
CONSOLES
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_ _   _ _
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~~ rCOMPUTER AN /USQ-17 I I TERMINAL EQUIPMENT J UHF RF EQUIP S
1 1-46 ~~ 
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- REMINGTON-RAND AN /SS Q-3 0(XN -1) MANSON LABORATORIES)

______________________ 
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- TINPUTTING EQUIPMENT
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S Figure 14. Simplified block diagram , typ ical station configuration , NTDS C’ communi-
- cations link.
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conjunction with special data transmission terminal equipment (provided by
Daystrom Instruments) and the radio equipment (provided by Manson Labora-
tories). There will be appropriate information inputting from radars , sonars, etc.,

S 
and outputting to the display consoles, etc.

The function of the computer, as it pertains to the “C” link , is to process and
S distribute the data transmitted around a net of two or more stations. The com-

pute r responds to both transmit and receive commands from the terminal equip-
ment. It may also perform certain error detection and correction functions.

The terminal equipment (also called the CTE ) joins the computer (the require-
- 

5 
ments of which are parallel data) to the rf equipment, whose requirements are
serial data. This is accomp lished through the use of shift registers in a buffer and
storage process. The terminal equipment translates the computer logic into the
rf equipment log ic and vice versa. The terminal equi pment generates a 6.5-kc - ’s
signal , e. g. a 13,000 bit-per-second data rate, to synchronize the transmitting
station with all other stations in the net. It also generates the proper codes and
commands to begin the message, to translate commands to the computer , to call
up the next ship at the end of a message, to call up an alternate ship if the next
ship fails to respond , and to identif y and display on a Nixie tube readout any sta-
tion casualties. The terminal equipment functions to recognize the proper codes
for the end of message and its own shi p’s call. The message structure is very
similar to that of the “A” communications link — there are 26 information bits
per word and one word is approximate ly 2 milliseconds long. Currentl y, the “C”
link is capable onl y of a continuous-transmission , round-robin mode of operation
and is difficult to shut down. If one station secures power, it is disp layed as a
casualty at all other stations of the net. The net continues to function until  the
alternate ship also becomes a casualty. One station may turn off the l ink , however ,
by switching in fictitious calls for the next and alternate ship’s call.

The radio equi pment receives frequency-shift-keyed signals from the other sta-
tions, demodulates them , and feeds the data to the associated terminal equi pment.

7 When transmitting, the output power may be either 10, 100, or 1000 watts. The
FSK signal has a p lus or minus 20-kc s deviation , being either one of two fre-

- quencies corresponding to either a “1” or a “0..’ Each pulse is of 77 microseconds

S 
duration. The carrier frequency is controlled by a frequency synthesizer having
a stability of 1 part in 10~ and may be varied in l00-kc s increments over the
frequency range of 225 to 400 megacycles.

Fi gure 15 shows the Manson rf equi pment , the AN SRC-17 (XN- 1), less the
- 5 kilowatt linear amp lifier. From top to bottom the units  include the 100-watt rf

amp lifier , the 10-watt amp lifier-modulator unit , the frequency synthesizer , the
converter-keyer-monitor , and a URR- l3  radio receiver modified for FSK and fre-

S quency control by the synthesizer. A low-noise preamp lifier will  be added to this
equi pment. S

Fi gure 16 is a p icture of one of the AM-l976 (XN- 1) ‘SRT kilowatt linear
amp lifier equi pments (also known as the NV - SRT-20) , made by Electronic Com-
munications, Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla. When driven by more than 100 watts input ,
output powers tip to 2 kilowatts are possible. It is an alternative to the Manson
one-rack kilowatt unit  which is scheduled for delivery by the end of 1959.

S 
Figure 17 shows the antenna installation mounted above the meteorolog ical

tower of the Navy Electronics Laboratory. They are two standard Navy AT- i SO
1-kilowatt , 225-to-400-megacycle broadband antennas.
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Figure 16. The AM-1976 (XN -1I /SRT kilowatt linear amp li fier equipment.

Figure 18 shows Chu Associates’ CA-4001 2-kilowatt , 225-400-megacycle broad-
band antenna , which is designated the AS-1018 (XN-l )  (URC. It has a gain of
approximatel y 4 db. In the shi p installation on USS MARYSVILLE , one an-
tenna is mounted on a special bracket on the mainmast above the radar , and
another is mounted on an extension of the kingpole. A similar setup, simulating
a shi p installation , has been provided near the shore at Border Field. Two an-
tennas are used at each site since a kilowatt dup lexer is not yet available.

Fi gure 19 shows a little of the special instrumentation. It includes a sync tester ,
a pattern generator , and a bit and word error detection and counting capability.
This equi pment , which employs some “home-brewed ” logic circuits and a broad-
cast receiver , makes possible one-way rf propagation testing without the require-
ment of using either the computer or the terminal equi pments.

Fi gure 20 shows the data transmission terminal equi pment , the AN SSQ-30
(X N - l ) .  In the center ri ght drawer , the casualty readout tubes and the group of
togg le switches for setting up “own,” “next ,” and “alternate” ship ’s calls may
be seen.

Fi gure 21 is an equi pment called ‘~1VAN,” which was provided ori ginall y for
the “A “ l ink evaluation by arrangement with Remington R~ind Univac. The
government has some S50,000 invested in it .  It will function as an eight-word
storage repeater in lieu of the computer at one of the remote stations , It has no
other capability and hence wi l l  be the l imi t ing  factor in any netting tests.
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Figure 17. Antenna installation mounted Figure 18. The AS-1018 (X N - l ) / I 5 RC an-
above the NEL meteorolog ical tower. tenna.

Figure 22 depicts some additional NEL-developed test instrumentation. The S

two top chassis of Computer Control Corporation log ic cards and memory cost . 
S

about $15,000, but are the equivalent of several racks of vacuum tube circui try.
Called “BUD,” it is a special-purpose computer , less the ari thmetic portion , and
contains a word generator (having an 18-word capability) , a storage capability
or memory, and an error detector-classifier-counter. It will also total messages S

(hence total word, or bits ) that ar e transmitted over a certain period of time.
BUD is used, as is IVAN , in lieu of the T-46 computer which wil l  not be avail-
able at the remote stations. The T-46 computer in the ASDEC installation at the
Navy Electronics Laboratory, with the associated Remington Rand tape uni t , will
y ield which words are in error; the location of the error bits; w hen the errors
occurred; plus a summation of the errors by hit  position and the number of words
with a given number of errors. These data will provide a comparison w ith the
data obtained from BUD. It wil l  also provide the information required for any
other desired type of anal ysis.

Fi gure 23 lists the characteristics of the “C” link as it now exists, and compares
the basic features with the “A” link.

Fi gure 24 dep icts typ ical test confi gurations , including Stations C-I at ASDEC,
C-2 located in the communicat ions  van , and ( - 3  aboard USS M A R Y S V I I L E .

The compute r or computer s imulator  funct ions at each station are ,Is follows:
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FEATURE C LINK ‘A LINK

FREQUENCY UHF 225-400 MC /S) HF (2-6 MC/S)

DATA TRANSMISSION SERIAL PARALLEL

CALL-UP ROUND-ROBIN ROLL CALL

MODULATION FSK KINE PLEX

DATA RArE 13,000 BITS /SEC 1200 BITS/SEC

SYNCHRONIZATION PULSE TRAIN INDEPENDENT OSCILLATOR

4 DATA CODING SIMILAR IN BOTI-I SYSTEMS SIMILAR IN BOTH SYSTEMS

WORD LENGTH (TIME) 2 MILLISECONDS 21 MILLISECONDS

Figure 23. Characteristics and comparison chart . NTDS communications links,
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T-46 AT C-i
1. Stores and generates messages transmitted around the net.
2. Compares the received word with the correct word , counts errors of various

types, and stores words in error which are subsequentl y buffered out of memory
and stored on magnetic tape.

3. Responds to both the transmit and receive coniands from the CTE.

BUD AT C-2
1. Receives, stores, and transmits up to 18 words in a fixed sequence.
2. Counts word errors, bit errors , sing le-bit word errors, and parity detectable

errors.
3. In some test confi gurations where the T-46 computer is not used , may be

employed also to generate words.
4. Responds to commands from the CTE.

IVAN AT C-3
Its memory is capable onl y of receiving and transmitting eight words in fixed

sequence upon commaud from the CTE.
Back-to-back and propagation tests may be conducted on a limited basis be-

tween Stations C-2 and C-3 equi pments independent of Station C-i and the T-46
computer. Receiver signal strength and data error rate may also be correlated.

As show n by the dotted blocks, propagation tests may also be conducted by
using the rf equi pments of two stations independent of the C’rE’s and computer
or computer simulation.

Figure 25 dep icts a timing diagram for the three-station netting test in round-
robin mode of operation. Initi all y Station C-i sends an approximate 13-milli-
second signal for the purpose of providing synchronization and the start code.
This is followed , in the test confi guration , with an eight-word message of ap-
proximatel y 16 milliseconds. Then follows a stop word and the next shi p’s call ,
which takes about 4 ms. if the next shi p called fails to respond . t he stop word
and the alternate shi p’s call are repeated. Should the next shi p fail to respond
after three transmission sequences, it wil l  be noted as a casualty at all stations on
the fourth transmissior .

SYNC BURST AND START CODE

I S WORD MESSAGE
STOP WORD AND NEXT SHIPS CALL

C-i I— I I ~ I
.5 13 MS 16 MS 4 MS S

4— T R AN SMIT ~ RECEIVE ~ T RANSMIT ~

S C 2  I I I I

RECEIVE 5- -~ TRA NSMIT a 4 RECEIVE 5-

C-3

RECEIVE TRANSMIT a- 4 RECEIVE a

Figu re 25 . Test message s t ruc tu re  t i m i n g  d iagram ( th r e e - st a t i on  nett ing test l , NIDS C
communica t i ons  l ink.
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The round-robin mode of operation requires that all stations must hear all other

S stat ions. Station C-i turns the net over to C-2 at the end of its messages, C-2 to C-3,
and C-3 to C-i , etc. Obviousl y, suc h a system may readil y “hang up. ” Currentl y,
no “self-healing ” feature is included in the link terminal equi pment. Also con-

S t inuous transmission from a given geograp hical area is very unsatisfactory f rom
- an ECM standpoint.

In order to obtain information on the statistical distribution of errors to deter-
mine optimum error detection-correction techni ques, a broadcast mode of oper-
ation is necessary. This can be done between the ship and communications van
di rectl y; however, throug h use of telemetering links , the T-46 computer on-line
ana lysis and magnetic-tape unit  storage facilit ies may be “transp lanted” to Sta-
tion C-2 for simu lated ship-to-ship evaluation -

The computer programs thus far written have been confined to test programs.
Operation computer programs presumabl y are to be written by Remington Rand.
It is expected that anal ysis computer programs will  be prepared b y the NFL
Theory Anal ysis and Computer Branch. The  difficulty of preparing adequate corn-
puter programs of such comp lexity cannot be over-emp hasized.

The çest •~bjectives for the evaluation are to make a comp lete evaluat ion of the
“C” I ink di gital communication subsystem to ascertain its capabilities and charac-
teristics and to develop improvements leading to acceptable service test equi pments.

This will en’ ail a three-phase program as follows:
i. Perform propagation , broadcast , and net t ing tests, including ECM effects ,

on the basic subsystem. The estimated completion date is January 1960.
2. Modif y and improve the CTE’s and rf equi pment as necessary, pro viding as

a m in imum the “sel f -heal ing ” feature to automaticall y reinstate the l ink  following
a net fai lure.  Other modes of operation will  be considered , including “demand, ”
“iv l rst,” etc. The modified l ink  wi l l  be subjected to nett ing ar ’d ECM tests. The
estimated comp letion date is April  1960.

3. Provide error detection and correction capabilities to achieve the desired
S communications rel iabi l i ty  at an adequate range and effective data rate. Perform

broadcast and .netting tests, with  and wi thout  ECM. Estimated comp letion date
is September 1960.

In support of the above effort , there are extensive requirements for log ic desi gn
and modification , data anal ysis , etc. Regarding the rf equi pment , the re are a num-
ber of considerations such as use of low noise pre amp lifiers to reduce the AN
U R R - l 3  receiver noise fi gure; the effect of antenna orientation corresponding to
roll and p itch of a shi p at sea; the effect of transmitted power on received signa l
strength at ranges beyond the horizon ; value of diversity combiners; improve-
ments possible by post-detector f i l t e r ing ;  and changes in samp ling methods, range
extension by dup lex rel ly operation , etc.

Observations on predicted p erformance potential  are very prel iminary.  In the
San Diego area , em peratur c inv ers ion  effects are si gnificant at uhf and result in
considerable enhanced t i n g e  capab i l i t ies  most of the time. Onl y af ter  certain
storm f ru i t s  and atmosp heric  disturbances can conditions more typ ical of world
conditions lie realized. With  the e l imina t ion  of duct ing,  bey ond-line-of-si ght uhf
com lilunic at ion depends pr im ar i l y on troposp heric scatter. Consequentl y. propa-

S gation tests must pr op erly  he qual if ied in terms of the existing inversion effects.
Assuming  t yp kal  world condi t ions , line-of-si ght  and troposp heri - s t a t t e r forms

of commun cat ion are pos sib le.

~~~~~ 
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Transmitter power requirements are based upon the following system param-
eters: antenna height and gain ; feeder and dup lexer loss; receiver noise factor;

S required signal-to-noise ratio; fading factor; free-space transmission loss; and
beyond-horizon loss. Making substi tut ions for these parameters, including an-
tenna heights of 75 feet and an assumed 99.9 percent reliabili ty (0.1 percent error
rate) , approximatel y 5 watts ol transmitted power are sufficient for a range of
24 miles line-of-si ght. Transmission beyond the horizon would require approxi-
matel y 20 kilowatts for 99.9 percent re l i ab i l i ty  at a range of 50 miles. A 100-mile
range would require an additional 7 db of power. Improvement to the rf equi p-

- ment might provide as much as I S  dh gain and y ield a 40-mile coverage at 99.9
percent reliability with onl y 1 k i lowat t  of tra rs~mit ter  power. If the hei ght of one
antenna were raised to l 000 feet ( i n  an airborne radio relay station ) , a 50-mile
line-of-sight range is possible with less than 10 watts power , and considerabl y
greate r ranges are possible as a function of antenna hei ght and transmitter power.

S 
Shipboard noise interference was not considered in these estimates and would be
a limiting factor.

In a radio link , special features and increased capabilities are obtained at a cost.
S As previousl y noted , extended range at uhf u l t imatel y requires greater power or

increased antenna height or other techni ques. One such techni que would cap-
S italize on tropospheric scatter; such an approach appears to have some advantages ,

but would require the use of directional , stabilized antennas and would result in
a reduced effective data rate due to the need for a communicat ions control shi p.
Another alternative is the use of a vhf system emp loy ing synchronous communi-
cat ions; however , such a link is neither secure nor free from “ionosp heric bounce”
type interference from a distant station. It is likel y that the uhf “C” communi-
cations link , as improved , wil l  be more satisfactory and more readil y prov ided
than other potential links that have been considered.

The effect of the “C” link on associated equi pments is a very important con-
sideration. Preliminary thoug hts regarding methods of error detection and cor-
rection , acceptable error rate criteria , operational modes and doctrines, and com-
puter capacity l imitat ions indicate that these factors are interdependent. Based

-~ - upon an extrapolation of the “A’s link computer requirements , it is indicated that
t he current “C” link used continuousl y at the ful l  data rate would impose a t ime
requirement on the uni t  computer of approximately 180 percent. This, obviously,
is impractical and hence different operational modes are indicated. The link must
be capable of contro l by one or more stations with a “burst ” or “demand” or
“ti me-sharing” operation. Provision for acknowledgment on certain categories of
data (1. e., stat us, orders , threat evaluation-weapon assignment)  should be pro-

S vided, Error detection and correction ~hooId he accomplished ahead of the unit
computer in either the CTF or an intermediate “wired program computer ,” thus

S el iminat ing  much of the work load from the T- 16 and freeing it for other im-
port ant  functions.

An interesting possibil ity for comparativel y simp le error detection and correc-
tion is the emp loyment of a three-transmission redundancy techni que. A given

- 
message would he sent three times , the third transmission being compared as re-

S ceived , h it  by bit , w i t h  the corresponding hits of the previous two transmissions
S stored in special Cl E  memories. The best two of three would be buffered into

the computer as a corrected data input .  The radio l i nk  efficiency would be re-
S duced to approxima tel y two-t hirds. hut  the effect ive system data rate would remain

S suf f ic ien t l y h i gh and pe rmi t  more effect ive computer emp loyment.

- - —--5 - --- -
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- Service employment for the “C” communications link has not been determined .
S It is assumed that its use will evolve from its improved capabilities. ASW appli-

cat ions, requiring a short-range, secure subsystem between surface ships, appear
appropriate ; however, a different and very special communications link would be
required if helicopters and or submarines are to be included in such a complex.
At least in part , the “C” link equi pment may be applicable in surface-to-air com-
munications such as ATDS. Perhaps its greatest potential , as a comparatively
high-speed digital communications subsystem, will be as back-up or as a reliable
reduced range rep lacement for the NTDS “A” communications link. The in-
herent weakness of the “C” link is its restricted range which , ironicall y, is re-
sponsible for its probable advantages of better detection and jamming immunity .

Digital Signal Processing Trends in Sonar
R. JSAAK

Head , Corn,nunication and 1FF Section

In sonar data processing, conventional sonars of two types have heretofore been
used. One is a scanning sonar and the other a searchlight sonar. Similar problems

S 
S 

are evident in both. In order to get maximum signal-to-noise ratio , it is desirable
to receive on a narrow beam. ‘With the searchli ght sonar , the beam can be grad-
uall y trained around and cover 360 degrees, and then a complete examination of
bearings is possible. The difficulty in this is that too long a time is required to
make the 360-degree search. Another approach is to send out a transmitted pulse
in all directions, let the receiving scanner rotate rap idl y, and disp l ay this  on a
cathode-ray oscilloscope. In this case the receiving beam is t rained around quickl y,

S each bearing is observed for onl y a short time , and the integration time for si gnal.
S to-noise processing is less than optimum.

A possible sol ution to this problem is to have a large number of receiving
5), beams that look simultaneousl y in all directions. Each beam is to he narrow and

S encompass onl y th at noise which fal ls  w i th in  its l imits.  This allows processing
gain against noise, but a diff icul ty in this method is that  a receiver is necessary for
each of the beams. l’herefore , if narrow beams are emp loyed , a large amount of

- 
- 

receiving equipment wi l l  he required.
- In many techni ques proposed today (for  examp le: Dim us, the SQS-4 modifica-

tion , or the Lorad system . mul t ip le-receiving-beam processing is em ployed , and
therefore a large amount  of equi pment is required. It is of interest to note the

S problems involved in the processing of the mul t i p le beams and the uses to which
the processed data can be put.  The observations are derived from I.orad , but are
app lic able to all  types of m u l t i p le-beam sonar systems.

Fi gure 26 is a simple block diagram of a 360-degree Lorad system. On the left
is t he noise generator, which provides the signal to a beam-forming network , -:

S and above , a projector. The pro~cctur sends out power in a 30-degree beam from
one of the projector faces, It  t r an smi t s  a 5-second pulse , an d simultaneousl y sends
informa tion down to a group of range rate references. The reference si gnals are
stored at th i s  point  and later compared in the si gnal processing computer wi th
the in fo rm ation re eised from the sea.
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96 SIGNAL 1180 ADJACENT

>~ RANGE RATE PROCESSING ~~~~~~~~~~ 2° PREFORMED
LREFERENCES COMPUTER L BEAMS

NOISE
GE N _______________

- . S
RANGE , BEARING

RANGE RAT E, AMPLITUDE
P1:; ;UM;~~~

PRINT OUT

tACTICAL DATA OUTPUT

S Figure 26. 360-degree Lorad. I
- The 30-degree transmitting beam is aimed in one direction for S seconds. Dur-

ing the next 5 seconds it is trained on a bearing 30 degrees removed from the
first. This continues until a total of four 30-degree beams are transmitted on four
adjacent sectors. This will cover 120 degrees.

The information coming back from the four different transmissions must be
separated because they went out at different times. Otherwise all information
regarding range is lost. Each one of the four beams will be of a different noise
sequence to identif y the one coming back. Since this is a three-convergent-zone
sonar subsystem, echoes are expected back from the first zone at 30 miles, the S

second at 60, and the third at 90. To save time, a total of three pings will  be sent

S 
out before all of the information returns from the first p ing. To separate these

S from one another , there are three different frequencies. The noise generator shown
S in fi gure 26 is actuall y filtered to provide three separate frequency ’ hands. Thus

S there are three frequencies and four noise sequences to aid in sorting the received
signals. For a full  360-degree coverage, three equall y spaced , 120-degree sub-
systems are needed. The three equall y spaced beams, each 30 degrees wide, will
be transmitted simultaneousl y, and all rotated in 30-degree, 5-second steps. Thus t

I in four steps req~iir ing a 20-second transmission interval , all 360 degrees wi l l  be
illuminated.

S

S

~~~~

_ _
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After about 70 seconds, echoes are returned from the first zone. When echoes
have been received from the first zone, a second group of p ings is sent out , and
when the echoes have been received from the first zone , as a result of the second
group, a third group is sent out. Now it works out in each receiving interval that
third-zone echoes are received first fro m a ping sent two times before, then
second-zone echoes are received from a ping sent the last time, and finall y, first-

.~~ zone echoes are received from the p ing that was just sent out.
Although this entails a flow of data arriving at the receiver that seems some-

what confusing, these data are separated and identified by noise sequence, fre-
quency, or by the direction from which echoes return. The system described thus

S S 
far will  accommodate onl y a narrow frequency spread due to Doppler. If there
is considerable range rate between the Lorad shi p and the target , something must
be done to accommodate the frequency shift and spread due to the Doppler effect.
It is not difficult to cover a 6-knot Dopp ler spread with just one reference signal.
However, more than a 6-knot range rate capability is desired. To do this , eight
reference signal units are emp loyed to cover range rates of roughl y m inus 20 to

S 
plus 30 knots. In order to accommodate three frequencies and four noise sequences,
96 range-rate references are required at all times. These are stored in delay-line-
type circulating memory units.

Data , now presumed to be largel y target information , are received at the hydro-
phone. There are 180 beams, each one 2 degrees wide. The 180 beams are then
compared with the 96 range rates. A very large n umber (i80 X 96) of processing
units might be used for this purpose, but since all of them are not needed simul-
taneousl y, it is onl y necessary to compare eight range rates with all 180 beams at
any one time,

The first computer shown in fi gure 26 consists of a Deltic correlator or signal-
processing computer. This uni t makes possible a signal-to-noise improvement of
approximatel y 27 db, and it enables the selection of targets. The computer has a
very hi gh inp ut and output  rate. It is a wired program computer . and is specifi-
call y designed for Lorad functions. By contrast , the NTDS unit  computer has, on
a compa rative basis, a slow input-output rate; however , it is very versatile and
can handle almost any problem when directed.

- S 
The si gnal-p rocessing computer has analog-to-di git al conversion equi pment

built  into it so that its output wil l  be in the form of 30-bit words describing the
ran ge, bearing, range rate, amp litude , and ping number of each correlation con-
d ucted. This happens at a hi gh rate. A correlation is performed on each beam for

every -i yards of range. Thus words come out at such a hi gh rate that  the disp lay
computer cannot accept them all. An adjustable amp litude threshold at this point
in the system permits onl y the relativel y hi gh amp litude correlations to enter the
disp lay computer.

The NTDS type disp lay computer wi l l  make decisions regarding the informa-
S tion received. The input information will  include shi p’s heading, shi p’s speed ,

and water depth. This information will  be used by t he computer to make correc-

- - tions for true heading and nu l l i f y own shi p’s Dopp ler , and the corrected data will
be delivered to a disp lay system and tactical data output line.

Fi gure 27 shows a 120-degree portion of the ful l  360-degree system. It dep icts
the four transmitt ing beams 30 degrees wide , energ ized throug h a noise generato r ,
power conversion equi pment , etc. It i l lustrates the path from the generator up
to the reference Deltics. The correlator , the receiving beam setup. and signal

S -~~~~ 5 - 5 -~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- - 5 - S - - —  .
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Figure 27. 20-degree Lorad.

Deltics are shown. The signal Deltic is somewhat different from the conventional
Deltic that has been used locally for several years. This is a mult i p lex Deltic, and
sampling is performed once for every 15 revolutions of the data in the storage
line. This means that it is possible to examine data in the line 15 times before it

S is altered by the addition of a new sample.
- The switch illustrated in fi gure 27 will permit looking at one signal Deltic for

one revolution , the next Deltic for another revolution of the data , and so on. Thus S

S the outputs of 15 different signal Deltics can each be correlated with  the outputs ’

S 
appropriate reference Deltics before the data change. This permits serial process-
ing at a great reduction in equi pment. For examp le, 32 correlators can handle the
120-degree system instead of 15 times 32. Fot each 313-microsecond correlation
time, 32 correlations are performed . By use of indicator “OR” circuits , this num-

S S 
her is reduced to four , which results in one output every 78 microseconds.

The output will  be mostl y noise, but occasionall y it will be target information.
Each time an output comes from the correlato r, it proceeds into a selection corn-
puter. Its amp litude is measured , and if the amp litude exceeds the threshold , a

-: - data word will he allowed to enter the computer. This data word wi l l  include the
S amp litude which has just been measured. It wi l l  describe which of eight range

1. - rates steps the datum falls in , and it will include range, bearing, and ping number.
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Each time a ping is initiated , a range counte r is started. There are then 12 range
-

‘ 
counters to provide for the different conditions. Each time the amp litude of a
correlation output exceeds the threshold , suitable interconnections are made so

S that the range counter reads out the binary code of range into the computer. The
S position of the Deltic selector switch is read out as the target bearing. The ping

counter provides the necessary information for “dating” displayed data.
Occasionall y, computer processed and stored information will be put out to a

detection disp lay. During each transmission there is a 20-second period when the
noise level is so high that reception is impossible. This would be an opportune
time to illuminate the storage-type disp lay tube. Echoes from ping No. 1 will be

S printed out first , then in perhaps 4 seconds, echoes from ping No. 2 will be
printed out. This will continue unti l  perhaps five pings are printed and retained
on the storage tube .

The information built  up on the scope could then be seen, and some idea of the
ping-to-p ing integration acquired. Even thoug h the pings come back something
like 70 seconds apart , they would be printed on the disp lay tube at 4-second in-
tervals, which would simp lif y- the interpretation.

The operator can pick out a target area that looks interesting, and then send
information back to the computer , say ing “I would like to see this  more care-
full y.” The interesting area will then be disp layed on a hi gh-resolution disp lay.
The next operator may then deduce that this is a submarine target of interest , so
he presses the “tar get ” button , whereupon the computer sends the information
out to the print-out disp lay.

The operati on of the disp lay computer should be examined in more detail, All
words that enter the computer end up in one large bin , hut t he “shi p” informa-
tion words must eventuall y be separated from the “ta rget data ” words. Therefore
the data word is identified by the first bit , the word type, and for data words this
bit will always be a zero. The next five bits give the amp litude of the correlation
f unction as received on the system, so there are 32 different levels of amplitude
possible.

The next six bits give the beam number. It is desirable to use sing le-length ,
30-bit words as long as possible. In order to conserve bits and still  cover a ful l
360 degrees, each beam will be given a number. The bearing of that  particular
beam number will be stored inside the computer. Then it is onl y necessary to
transfer a number throug h the input reg ister. The hearing can be determined
later on. This can be done very late in the processing, and double-length , double-
precision words will not have to be used unti l  much later.

S 
The next three bits of the data word wil l  describe target range rate to an accu-

S racy of ±3 knots. The last 15 bits will  be used to describe the target range with
a resolution of 8 yards.

The “shi p informat ion ” word is also identified by’ the first bit. I n th is  case, the
S first bit of the word is always a one. The other bits of this word are used to de-

scribe shi p~s heading , own shi p ’s speed , water depth , etc.
Fi gure 28 shows the computer input  threshold and input  reg ister arrangement.

The four sectors for a 120-degree system are numbered 1, 2, 3, and -4 . Each has a
30-degree coverage and includes 15 beams. Simultaneous data on any of the four

S sector inputs which exceed the thresholds are held by the “C” reg ister buffers and
entered into the temporary storage hits sequentiall y.

S If the amp li tude of the correlation is not sufficientl y great , it w i l l  he rejected
at the threshold c i rcu i t  and never enter the computer.  The storage lists wi l l  be

_ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ _  
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Figure 28. Data input to computer.

quite long. Perhaps a third to a half of the compute r storage capacity will be re-
quired for the temporary storage lists.

The analog-to-digital converters will control the level of the threshold adjust-
ment in order to prevent a very rap id rise or decline in the amount of information

S sent to the computer. The reason is that normall y a noise background of rather
low amp litude exists, but when a zone beginning is encountered and reverbera-
tion l imi t ing occurs, suddenl y a large number of very hi gh amp litude inputs may
be received . Were it not for this threshold control , the computer input  rate could
become very hi gh and the temporary storage list would be flUed faster than the

-~ data could be processed. The circuit is desi gned to make certain that never more
than 10 percent of the word s get into the computer.

An additional input to the threshold is called the saturation control. This is to
insure that the computer is always saturated. Since more than sufficient input data
are on hand to keep the computer available at all times, it is considered good
policy to keep the computer busy. This saturation control line , which is governed
by the inte rnal computer work load , will graduall y ra ise the threshold level if
the computer cannot keep up, or graduall y lower the threshold level if the com-
puter is not busy enoug h.

The data storage in the input  or temporary storage lists is of interest. From the
bottom of a list up, the list is filled sequentiall y with words as they come in.
Since a portion of each word is target range , words can easil y’ be sorted by range
when needed. Each sector represents a 30-degree portion of the ocean , so no sector

S 
coding is needed for that  portion , but it is necessary to remember the beam num-
ber w i t h i n  the 30-degree sector. Each t ime a shi p’s heading or shi p’s speed changes
by a certain amount , a word wil l  be entered via the C-2 register into all four of
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S the temporary storage bins, in time sequence with the rest of the data. Through
this means, the target data words can always be associated with the proper aux-
iliary data words.

Figure 29 shows a simp lified flow diagram of the main Lorad processing pro-
gram at the present time. It does not yet include many of the features needed for
the ultimate program. Starting at the upper left of figure 29, the fi rst word in the
temporary storage list is examined , and the question is asked , “ls the amp lit ude
of the cor relation represented by that word greater tha n some arbitrary value?”
There are 32 levels possible since amp litude is described by a five-bit portion of
each word . The arbitrary value , P, which will probabl y be between 25 and 30,
will he adjusted to admit (yes) perhaps 1 percent of the words and reject (no )
99 percent. If the word is rejected , the next question that is asked is “ is this  the
end of the list?” Since the first word is being discussed , the obvious answer is
“No.” Indexing to the second word in the temporary storage list , the question is
again asked , “Are you greater than P?” The usual answer is “No ,” next address,
and so on to the end of the list. This loop, which has been made as short as pos-
sible, has been termed “the garbage chute. ” The intention is to save the im-
portant information but to discard the “garbage ” as rapidl y as possible.

When something of value is tested , it will pass P gate with a “Yes,” and will
then be asked the next question , “Are you a data word?” All that is needed here
is to determine if the first bit is a one or a zero. If the first bit is a one, the word
is an auxi l ia ry  information word which is placed i n a special memory cell for
future reference. Note that all auxiliary data words will pass the P gate since
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Figure 29. Lorad program.
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they all have a “one” in the first bit position. If the word had been a target data
word, and ordinarily it will  be, another question is asked , “Are you greater than
M? M is a threshold value believed necessary here because occasionally it will be
possible to get a sing le correlation from a target and no more. If there is a strong
target, and a good correlation is received from it, this constitutes sufficient justi-
fication to save it. The probability of getting a noise spike that is greater than M
is extremely remote.

Once decided th at a correlation is greater than M, a cluster is formed that will
consist of a block of infor mation , plus or minus 50 yards in range, 50 plus or minus
4 degrees in bearing. Thus the datum that passed the M gate and all of its nei gh-
bors will be preserved. These will be corrected for ship’s zone heading and en-
tered in a potential target storage bin. Later these whole blocks of information
will be sent to the disp lay system. In order to form a cluster about a datum that
is good enoug h to save, it i s necessary to go back to the temporary storage list ,
pull out its adjacent neighbors, and store those along with the datum.

If the amplitude of a datum in question is not greater than ‘1, and perhaps 999
out of 1000 will not be, it is essential to make several tests to aszer ta in  whether
or not the density of correlations in the cluster area is sufficient to call the cluster
a probable target. Thus it is now assumed that the datum in question has gotten
a “No ” answer at the i%l gate. The next step is to select the most probable bearing.
This is done by examining the de~si~~- of correlations (stored in temporary stor-
age) on several bearings and selecting the bearing of hi ghest density.

A normalizing circuit counts the number of correlations on a given bearing
over a given range increment. An average is kept of this count , and each time the
best bearing is picked. The average count obtained over many ’ seconds of operation
is subtracted from each particular count , and when this difference is obtained ,
the question is asked , “Is this part icular  value greater than normal? ” If it is, the
datum is potentiall y a target , and if not , it is rejected . The effort in all subroutines
is to get back to the “garbage chute ” again as fast as possible wi thout  going
thro ug h any more tests. If the datum is retained , the next question is asked ,
“What is the most probable range rate?” Once more the same problem exists.

S There are e i ght different range rates possible. The number of correlations for each
ran ge rate are counted, the best picked , the average subtracted from the best one,
and then the question “Is this greater than no-mal?” If the answer is “Yes,” the
datum is kept , a cluster is formed , the data are corrected for true bearing and own
ship ’s speed , and stored in memory. If the answer is “No ,” the program returns
to the next word in the temporary ’ storage list.

Thi s procedure is time-consuming. In order to get one word all the way through
the program , including the collection of neighbors to form a cluster and to cor-
rect them , takes seconds. To store all  the words obtained in three-zone Lorad

S would take a 6,000,000-word storage. It should be clear that unwanted data have
to be rejected as often and as rap idl y as possible in order to el iminate memory
overflow.

Another box on the more complete flow chart (not shown in fi gure 29) asks
whether or not each datum considered is a member of a previous cluster. Without
this  box, much valuable t ime mi ght be lost in stud y ing data th at are alread y pre-
served in the final memory’ section.

When the end of the temporary ’ storage list is reached , P is adjusted in the
following manner:  The length of the list is known , and every- t ime the P box
puts out a “Yes,” one is added to a counter. If the counter reads less than I per-
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cent of the total number of the list , the P level is adjusted downward . If the count
is greater than 1 percent, the P level is adjusted upward . When P, which can have
any one of 32 possible levels, is properly adjusted , it will permit the highest I per-

S 
cent (in amp litude) of the words stored in the temporary storage list to be ana-
lyzed in detail. The value of 1 percent is tentative, and can be set at any level,

S 
By the time this data-processing procedure has progressed throug h the entire

temporary storage list , the new data entering the computer will have filled the list
-

~ 
once and be started from the top again. As a matter of fact , it should have filled

S 
the list down to the 50 percent mark. Because at this time (after P has been ad-
justed ) , the question is asked , “Is the temporary storage list 50 percent ful l? ” If
it is less full , a threshold is lowered to admit more data. If it is too full , the
threshold is raised to admit less data. This threshold is the computer input thresh-
old described above, and this mechanism is called the saturation control. Once
the adjustment has been made, the program returns to the top of the list to start
processing the new data.

This-d ynamic threshold adjustment acts as a “phase control” as well as a quan-
tity control in that it keeps the temporary storage list about half full  of un-
processed data at any time. Now if there is a rap id change in the input data rate
or in the time consumed for data processing, the 50 percent space available for
storage, or the 50 percent new data available for processing, will allow the max-
imum buffer space to damp out the change.

The progra m is ac ua ll y set up to anal yze the first word from the first tem-
porary storage list , the second word from the second storage list , etc., through
the four lists , and then return to the second word in the first list , the second word
in the second list , etc. In this way the program effectivel y progresses through all
four lists at the same time,

To make this procedure successful , the input on all four lists must be synchro-
nized. A separate threshold , controlled by a separate saturation control line , which
is set by a separate “50 percent ” decision box, makes it possible to keep all four
lists independentl y full  to 50 percent .

The above data processing onl y represents that which will be performed for a
S sing le ping. This information is stored in the potential target storage area of

memory. Now all of the data stored per ping are retained in memory unti l  per-
haps five to ten pings have been transmitted , then a condition is reached where
memory is full and rewriting is necessary in lieu of the oldest stored data. All  of
the old information for some five to ten pings back is now available for “ping
to ping ” integration by the computer and ‘or disp lay ing to an operator.

An additional task yet to be programmed is to examine the hearing of the
various correlations that  are on adjacent hearings, p ick out the best bearings, and

S then to examine the amp litudes of correlations on adjacent bearings and inter-
pelate between them for greater bearin g accuracy. It is hoped to obtain approxi-

S matel y- half a degree hearing accuracy by interpolation. This is another reason for
storing a particular word and all of its nei ghbors. Late r, if it is believed that  there
are certain characteristics about the clusters of correlations from which some de-
ductions mi ght be rn.ide as to target classification , it is reasonable to believe that
the computer can make these deductions as well as, if not better , t han a human
operator.

It appears that one mi g ht eventuall y hope for a computer progra m that selects,
classifies , an & prints out all real targets , and the operator merel y stands by to
monitor the results.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Application of Set Theory to Contact
S Classification

H. R. EADY
Head, Signal Recognition Section

In any type of classification system, the categories of system performance and
¶ system parameters shown in table 9 are dealt with. These are a set of inputs,

a set of outputs, a set of decision processes, a set of results of those decisions, and
a set of values placed on these end results. The proper operation of the system
cannot be determined until all of these factors have been related one to the other.
In previous considerations, it has been implied that certain a p rio ri conclusions
had been reached about the value of certain types of information. When that is
done, the system discussed herein will furnish knowledge of how good those con-
clusions were. On the other hand , the system can be used without any such
a p riori assumptions and will , when carried through to completion, determine
what the best set of asumptions will be.

Of first consideration can be the relation of inputs to outputs. In the classifi-
cation case, the inputs consist of two classes of objects: submarines, S, and non-
submarines, N. By the word input , an electrical signal is not implied. The mean-
ing is simply that the input consists of contact with a submarine or a nonsub-
marine object. On the other hand , in the case of the output , q, what is meant is
a set of electrica l signals that may have been transduced to a disp lay or fed to a
computer. 

S

Figure 30 shows the relationshi p between S, i-.~, and q. First there is a sensor
system or systems, either one or a collection. The inputs to the system are S and N. .

5

For an input of either class, an output is observed that may be expressed in terms
of the values of a set of variables: V1, V2, . - - , V~, . . . , V,.

TABLE 9. C.tegories of System Performance and Parameters.

Input Output Decision Result Value

S s S - s
q S . c

S N n N ’ s
N - n  V~~~

OUTPUT
rITI7

~~~ 
DECISION

Figure 30. Schematic of classification system.
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Examp les of variables for a sonar system could include Doppler , echo am pli-
S tude, echo duration , amp litude envelope structure , etc. The onl y limits placed

on the variables are that they must have k values wnere 2 k < x , and that the
values of each variable can be measured reliabl y on the output signal.

S 
- 

- 
If we designate the number of values for each variable as k 1, k~, - . . , k,, . . ,

k,,, then the total number of possible ways, r, in which the output can be speci-
fie d is:

r~~ k 1X k 2 / .  . . X k 1 X . . .  X k . (I )

If the jth value of the ith variable is v, ,  then the general expression for the out-
put as a combination of values for each of the variables is:

VI,, 
~

‘2j , . . - ,
We shall retain the symbol , q, to represent a given output , re~’lizing that any q
can be expressed as ~i combination of values for the N variables.

The total number of q’s defined on the variables is equal to r; this set of output
combinations we designate as the universal set, 1’.

S Now, suppose that we place the sensor system into the environment and take
a representative samp le of the two classes of inputs , S and N. A representative
sample of inputs won’t be defined , except to say it is operationall y representative
of the ch aracteristics of these two types of targets. We can then observe for each
known input in the samp le an output q. A frequency table such as table 10 can
be constructed for the samp le.

TABLE 10. Frequencies.

Output Input

S N

a 1 b1
a, b4

a, b~

- S

I ~~ai
S 1 f t

In the table a, and b represent , respectivel y, the number  of submar ine  and

nonsu hmar ine  inputs  which resulted in the Ou Cf )u t  (/ , .  ~~a is the total number of

-

. 
submar ine  inputs  in the samp le and ~~b , is the total number of nonsuhn iarine - -

inputs.
‘l’he conditi on ,I l pr~ l~ t h i t i t  of . I I i V  out put , q~, g iven that  the samp le i npu t  is S.

may be stated:
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A

(2)

and the conditional probability of q~, given an N input is:

P(q ~~N) =
(3)

Analogous to detection theory, the likelihood ratio for q, is defined as

l (q i)  = P (q~ S) / P ( q ~ I N ) .  ( 4)

These definitions , which app ly to a unit subset, q4, in the universe can also be
applied to larger subsets which are formed by drawing a certain number of single
q’s from the universe and putting them together in a subset which can be called
Q. The conditional probability of the subset Q given an S input is simply equal
to the sum of the conditional probabilities for each of the q’s which is a member
of the subset Q (q Q) and likewise for the conditional probability of Q given £
an N input. Thus:

P(Q I S) = ~~~ P(q j S) (5)
q e Q

P (Q j N )  ~~~~~~P (q J N )  (6)

Similarl y the likelihood ratio for Q is:

1Q)  = P(Q S) / P ( Q  N )  (7)

Up to this point we have demonstrated the relationshi p between the sample of
inputs and the outputs in two ways: for a sing le output or a subset of outputs.
The use of the subset Q has been for illustrative purposes only, to show the par-
allels between probabilities for a sing le output and a collection of outputs.

Now can be defined a subset of U , the universe, which can be called M. ~~ will S

S 
be defined such that for any q, which is a member of M ( q c  i%l) :

P(q ~ S) + P(q ~~N) > 0

S and for any q which is a member of the subset U — M :

P (q j S) -~- P(q ~ N) = O  S

This has been kept in set theory terminology, but all it amounts to is discarding
all of the outputs that were not observed for any samp le input , i. e.. any unit

S subset, q, which was not observed for any input of S or N, is not in the subset M.
S Now there wi l l  he selected from the subset i%1 a group of subsets: M~, 2112,

M , . . ,  21l~, each being made up of q’s with equal likelihood ratios. If
all the q’s in a subset have equal likelihood rat ios then for q ~l , :

• l (q)  = 1(M )

The subsets are selected so that / (,~l , ) > 1(~~l~) > > l ( • ’I ~) > - S > / ( S~ l ).
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S 
- Now suppose that there is set up a decision rule that any observed q which is

S a member of the subset M 1 is called a submarine , .~ . When that rule is made, the
conditional probability, P (s  S) ,  of a submarine decision g iven a submarine input

S may then be stated. That probabili ty is equal to P (M 1 S) .  From equation 5 we
know that:

P (M 1 I S)  = P (q S)  (8)

S We may also write the conditional probability that , given a nonsubmarine
input , we get a submarine decision:

P(s I N )  = P( M 1 N)  ‘V P(q N )  (9)

We continue this process for the subset comprising the union of • %I~ and ,~l 2
(expressed ~M 1 U ‘%12) . Any q which is a member of M 1 U %U is log icall y a q which
belongs either to the subset M 1  or the subset •%l ~, but not to both since the subsets
do not overlap. If our decision rule is changed to give a submarine decision for
any q € M 1  U M 2 then:

P(S I S) = P(M 1U M 2 S ) = \p (q : 5)  (10)

q if, U .It~and:

P( s  N )  = P(•~11 U %12 N) = P (q  N) (11)

q~~ 11, U 1f~

Repeating this process for M 1 U ~~ U 1%! ; and so on throug h the subset
S M 1 U ill-, U . , . U ~%l , U , , , U ~%l , (wh ich is the same as subset • % I ) we observe

that P(s  5) and P (s  N) increase monotonically wi th  each new subset.
We may plot P(s S)  vs P (s  N) as shown in fi gure 31 to obtain the so-called

.# M,UMU - -
-7 - - -

, -; 

FM ,UM-,s I
P(s /5) A ,“ I

.5 —
~ 

—5- F—

1 0 1 . 2  
5

3

5 

S4~~~~~~5 6  . 7 8 9 . 0

I
- - Figure 31. System operating ch ,, r a ~ t c r I s t i (  cur ve .
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“operating characteristic” curve for our h ypothet ical system. The diagona l line
on this grap h represents the values of P (s  S and P( .s \)  w hkh  s~ü i t l d  he oh-

S ta m ed if classification decisions were made on a chance basis. 1 he upper solid
curve represents the values generated by app lication of the set func t ions  sse have

S - discussed. l’his curve is the upper bound of system effecti~eness. The lower dashed
curve, obtained by rotating the upper curve about the center of th t -  grap h, rep-
resents t he lower bound of system operation. The ar c i between the two & u r s  i’s
contains all points at which the systen-i can operate. To operate at a p oint  outside

S this area , we wou ld have to change the system (b y adding more o1-~1)ut sar i . ihlus .
5’ for examp le) or get a new system.

To comp lete the picture , t wo addit ional  concepts must be intrut l i ,ced :  ( I )  the
concept of the a p riori probabili ty that a submar ine target w i l l  h~ dete cted, ,. e.
represented in the set of inpu ts  to the system , an d ( 2 )  the con~. ept of a % , i I L I e .  1 ,
o system operation , which we wish to maximize.

As shown in table 9, the inputs  S and N are coup led w i t h  decisions s and ,, re-
su l t ing  in the fol lowing jo in t  conditions: ( I )  submarine inpu t  and sub m ar ine
decision , ( 2 )  submarine input  and nonsubmarine decision. (3 )  nonst ibm ar in e  i n p u t
and submarine decision , and ( 1  nonsubmarine input  and nonsub m arine decision.

To each of these four possible results we may assi gn a value or a cost .  Respec-
tivel y, we can designate these as l~ - ., K~ . , ,  K~ - , and J S ~~ • where I ’  denotes
a va lue and K a cost, both being real , nonne gative numbers.

It can be demonstrated 1 t hat to maximize I - (the over-all value of svstenl oper-
at ion), we mu st maximize the expression:

F P (s  S)  -— / 3P (s  N ) ]

where 1~~~ P (S)
P ( S )  V- . , + Kg , , ,

P ( S)  a p riori probabil i ty of S input

There are other methods of handl ing operational value than the one just
- : indicated. The point that should be made is that all these methods require the

same type of model described. Without  der iving the operating characteristic of
the system and app l y ing it in a value treatment inc luding the a priori probabil i t y,
we cannot make any sensible decisions about any classification system.

This is a very important point , and it is one that hasn ’t been appreciated in the
past. I t  has been typ ical practice to go into systems of this type. and pull out sepa-

S rate parts and work on them independentl y of any over-all t reatment.  For examp le.
some workers have conceived and developed classification devices solel y on the
basis of expected relationshi ps between S and q ignoring the relation of N to q.

S Others have evolved procedures for classification based on arbi t rary  sing le~point 
-

measures of P(s  - S) and P (s  N ) ,  not realizing that  the system has no inherent l y
fixed values for either of these quantities.

It can be flatl y stated that with . iut  fu l l  use of the techni ques out lined herein.
the attack on the classification ~‘-r~iblem is wi thout  meaning,  or at best is governed
by blind luck.

I W. W. Peterson and T. G. l ir ds a ll , 1/i c I / i  ‘il l n l  Si ~ uj l 1) , - ! , ,  t.,In/,t ’..  I’j , i  I. ‘U/ic

S 
General 1 / n -ni - i - .- P~ rI 11. A p pI u -~ iun, i u iii ’ (,,m ’i,i,, \ on,- . I nis - of Mich. l- I,-ct r . Ikk-n se
Group Tech. Rep. l3 . J une l95~ . p (i- 5’ .
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Large gaps have been left in the mathematical treatment throug hout , and the
prematurity of the presentation at this time is realized. However , flesh is being

S 
put on the skeleton as rap idl y as possible, an d in the near future a ful l  treatment

S 
. of the subject will be published.

Present Effort on Phase I Small Ship ASW
Combat Direction System

M. J. SHFEHY
H ead , Sj s t ems  and Operations ,Inal)s :s  Branch

The Naval Tactical Data Syste m , as presentl y being desi gned , eng ineered, and
tested , is not scheduled for ins ta l la t ion on any class of vessel smaller than the
DLG , and its dimensions are such that  it would he difficult  to do so. With the
growing importance of undersea warfare , however , the Navy realizes that  other
shi ps i n the service Fleet , to he used p r i m a r i l y  for undersea war fare app licat ions ,
may also need a more automat ic  data-processing system. Shi p typ es involved are
CVS s, DD’s, and DF~s, working with  -fixed- and rotary-wing aircraf t  and shore
installations.

In view of th is , action was taken recentl y at NFL to draw up a p lan enti t led
“Proposed Program f o r  the App l ication of Automatic Data Processing Techni ques
to Undersea Warfare , ’ By i letter to the Bureau of Shi ps dated 2 June  I )S9. NFl .
indicated that  it intended to prosecute th is  program unless directed otherwise .
The Bureau of Shi ps concurred on I — June 19S9 , and a favorable , h i t  .ts set  t in-
official , a t t i tude has been shown by CNO. It is now understood t h at  N I - I. w i l l
conduct th i s  program throug h the system desi gn stage . at which  t ime  the Bure :’u
wi l l  review progress and assess the d es i r ab i l i t y  of system development.

S A problem proposal has been subn i i t t e d by N FL . m d  act ion is now un Ll erwa v
on the program. NFL Problem J 3 -2 or N ~-3, las k IS , can he ut i l ized pending
approval of the probk mn proposal. The comp let ion date for the program is ten—
t a t i v e l y  set at 3 years af te r  its inception.

L Phase I of t h i s  program , Ope rat i ons  Anal ysis . entai ls  the creat ion of a func-
S t ional  block d iagram of the  system t h a t  shows w i t h i n  its blocks the func t ions

performed at the v a r ious  system positions. The analy sis  must also show the in-
fo rmat ion  required at ~he blocks ; where this  in fo rmat ion  comes from; what  ac-
tions are taken and where they are directed ; svhar i n fo rmat ion  is sent on , and
to whom.

In add i t ion  to del ineat ing  the func t i ona l  requirements  and the  informat ion
. and action flow , it  is a l so n ccess ,mr ~ to specif y t he amount  and t~ pe of i n fo rma t i on ,

~~ 

~~, the t ime rates of flow , the tcc tm r . t c v  requirements , and the t ime  d e lay s  tha t  ian
S be tolerated.

In order to determin e the type of combat direction sy stem required for AS\X ’

‘ 
vessels , it would he des i rable  to p lace the shi ps f igurat ivel y in prac t ica l l y eve ry
conceisal,le ASW si tua t ion  in which they mi g ht he found , and e x am i n e  in detail

I . the op eration of the shi ps in those s i tu a t ions ,  An examina t ion  and anal ysis of the
tactical i n f o r m a t i o n  a v a i l a b l e , where and when it is obtained , ss-hat act ions are
necessary .  etc., would det ermin c -  the svsu.-m it s func t iona l  requirements .  In view
of t ime  l i m i t a ions , however , t h is  is not ft- a smble; instead, one or t wo s m ua t i ons

• w i l l  he examined in detai l , and somewhat cursory look taken of some others to
determine  if necessary fun c t ions  base been overlooked.
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To establish the situations to be considered in detail , many possible circum-
sta nces were considered with four criteria in mind:

1. What is the mil i tary importance of being able to cope with the given
S situation?
5 

2. Wh at is the probability that the situation will exist , i. e., t hat naval forces
will be called upon to handle such problems?

3. How heavy a load will the situation place on the data system? Will the sit-
uation uncover most of the necessary functions and indicate maximum data rates,
etc.?

S 
After various types of naval warfare and associated environmental factors were

considered , for exam ple, hunter-kil ler  operations , barriers , convoy screening. car-
r ier task group protection , etc ., it was decided that the first situation ~o he studied
would be that of large-area surveillance , with back-up hunter-killer operations ,
necessitating redetection , tracking, and a kill  capability. It would be tedious to
elaborate on the wide s-ariety of inputs in this situation. Information is received

- - from shore-based centers, patro i aircraft , and surface ships. With a carrier nearb y
there are fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft available , in v iew of the variety of
information sources and platforms involved , many data processing, coordination ,

S and control functions must be performed.
The U. S. Navy recentl y extended an invitation to the Royal Canadian Navy to

participate in this stud y. The Royal Canadian Navy agreed and assigned officers
who have since proven to be a very valuable augmentation to the effort. The main
interest of the Canadian Navy is antisubmarine warfare , and the Canadian repre-
sentatives had considerable background in operational work of this nature. Prior
to the assignment of the Canadian officers , NEL representatives also receis-ed con-
siderable first-hand orientation in current operational procedures and doctrines.

A word of caution may be in order here. It is not claimed that any particular
ASW problem is being solved by t he desi gn of the Combat Direction System. ASW
problems cannot be solved simpl y by determined efforts to process and disp lay
information of doubtful  value. The fundamental  requirements are better input
data , 1. e., better detection and classification capabilities , and improved weapon-

S guidance systems. However , it is believed that the development of a system such
as may be described would be of considerable benefit to the t imel y coordination
of actions, and would not injure over-all ASW effort unless the des-elopment of

S this system was conducted at the expense of the development of improved sensory
equi pment.

The goal is to produce the functional  requirements of the system. Since , ac-
cording to the time scale of the program , t he system is scheduled for comp letion
in September 1963. it is being desi gned to be operable in the Fleet of 1963 and S

beyond. As to the defini t ion of “beyond ,” no calendar date can be assi gned. It
would, however, be that  date by which signif icant  improvement in detection or
weapon capabilities has been achieved. Therefore the system must operate in 1963

S 

to 1965, or possibl y to 1967, and it must posses a growth potential to permit the
incorporation of new sonar systems such as Lorad. For the stud y now being con-
ducted , however , onl y those equi pments are being used that wil l  he in the Fleet
in 1963 to 1965. It is not intended , for exam p le, that h ydrofoil boats and I.orad-
equi pped vessels be util ized.

- The present manpower force engaged in the stud y seems to he adequate . and
the time has not yet arr i sed for the services of eng ineering, programming,  and

IS ot her spec i .ml is t s .  Operational features are at present the sole consideration , and the

~~~

~~~~~~~ 
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questions of target classification , the positioning of knobs and hu.~tons, are mit
yet of moment. So far the subject of what shi ps and platforms to be utilized in
this force, the type of detection equi pment to be emp loyed , and the command
structur e, have been of prime interest. Consideration of the command structure ,
for example, has not been aided by the presentl y available literature , which de-
picts command structures confi gured to fit present equi pment and current loca-
tions of such equi pment. The system being studied at present wi l l  he located in
one room except for a few input  sources and weapon equi pments.

So far , a command organization has been tentativel y specified. (The combat
direction organization is, of cou rse, the sole interest; the comp lete shi p s  organi-
zat ion is not of concern.) Our and the enemy ’s capabilities in terms of detection
equi pment , weapons, speeds, maneuverabi l i ty ,  and so forth , have been specified.

S A detailed chronolog ical funct ioning wi th in  the chosen situation has been deter-
mined , and this has been a minutel y det ailed examinat ion.  The results of the

S scrutiny wi l l  produce the functional  block diagram of the system. Althoug h a
reasonabl y clear view of the system is now in existence, it is still in the formative ,
or even argumenta t ive , stage, and es-en the examination of the first s i tuat ion is not

S yet comp lete.
The system as presentl y envisioned is far from completel y automatic ,  It  can be

S described as a computer-aided manual  system, wi th  the people involved being
given a heavy decision-making responsibil ity. This is largel y beca u se of the variety
of actions peculiar to antisubmarine operations. In the air-defense situation , de-
cisions are made as to whether or not an attack on a target wi l l  he made with  a
manned aircraf t  or a missi le an d , if w i th  a missile , svh ether a T E R R I E R ,  TAR-
TAR , or TALOS. In undersea warfare . howeser . a more varied s i tua t ion  exists.
A wide variety of weapons, p latforms , and tactics may be available , and it is be-
lieved at the present t ime tha t  tact ical  decisions can be left to well- trained ASW

S 
officers.

It is expected that by the t ime the Canadian representati .es depart NEL . about
1 Nove mber 1959, there w i l l  he a fa i r l y good agreement on the general nature and
size of the system , the funct ions  to be performed , and where, and tha t  there will

S exist at least a roug h-cut on such th in g s  as data rates, data accuracy requirements,
etc . Ness- situa tions to introduce hi gher data rates than those now under stud y
wi l l  be examined.

It is current l y exoected that effort can he started on Phase II , System Design ,
* ear lier than antici pated in the program proposal. The operational anal ysis phase

was or i g m n a l f y  consiuered to require about 8 or 9 months. However , it can now be
estimated that this wi l l  he reduced by 2 to -í months.

Summary and Final Comments
CDR L. FRANZ

Senior Th-ogr an, Offi cer
When the NTDS USW program is view-ed in perspective, a question is posed

by the recurr ing  statements of p art ici pat ing groups tha t  AS\X’ wi l l  he made part
S - of the Na sal Tactical l)ata Sy stem. If t h i s  is defined as meaning that  ASW char-

acterist ics w i l l  he es a b ated d u r i n g  t I -i c service test es-aluat ion of NTDS. this  ~s
acceptable and important  in view of CNO policy . However , it must  he borne in
mind tha t  NTDS w i l l  he of ‘aloe to the ASW program onl y insofar as NTDS S

I - 
increases the efficiency of an t i submar ine  w a r f a r e .

-
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The ASW problem can be aided by increasing the capacity to detect and classif y
targets, and in this compilation , theoretical approaches were discussed and an
example given of how this was being accomplished on one equi pment. NTDS can
assist the ASW program throug h a rap id inte rchange of information that will
aid a tactical commander in the offensive and defensive disposition of his forces.
NTDS can also have a role in the ASW situation by bring ing suitable weapons

S to bear upon a target.
It is considered that the Navy Electronics Laboratory, more than any other

single agency, possesses the personnel and experience to contribute a major effort
to all of the areas involved.
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S APPENDIX . QUOTATIONS FROM
OFFICIAL DIRECTIVES

. A summary of requirements of the NTDS ’ASW evaluation in the concurrent
evaluation of NTDS has been prepared. These requirements are spelled out in the
general objectives contained in the Joint NEL/OPTEVFOR Proposed Project
Plan for Concurrent Evaluation of the Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) pub-

S lished I May 1959. This bibliograph y begins with the CNC letter , Ser 0204-P-37
- 

S which contains the Development Characteristics of NTDS. Specific reference to
ASW was as follows:

“(4) To provide information for the control and direction of traffic in air
surface , ASW and amphibious operations. ”

During the following two-p Ius years NTDS development was linked in corre-
spondence and directives with ASW in general terms.

In August 195 8, BUSHIPS requested in BUSHIPS Ltr, Ser 677-036 to CNO that
a project assignment be made to OPTEVFOR for the Operational Evaluation of
NTDS. This document has become widel y known locall y as the “Service Test
Letter.” Here for the time specific shi pboard NTDS ASW requirements for the
DLG were spelled out as evidenced by the following excerpts from that letter. S

BUSHJ PS Lrr to CNO, Set- 677-036, dated 29 August 1958
Subj: Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) Operational Evaluation Project

Assignment; request for
End : (3) Description of NTDS Equi pment for Evaluation Aboard a DLG

Class Ship
“B. Designated Tasks to be instrumented
“2. To operate defensivel y against submarines as a part of a coordinated

ASW system.
a. Underwater Surveillance (active and passive)

( I )  NTDS w i l l  pros-ide a station for the sonar search operator to enter
into storage the position and classification of observed sonar contacts.

(2 ) NTDS will provide a station for the Underwater Battery Contro l
S Officer to review sonar contacts and surface tracks generated locall y anti received

from other shi ps to assist him in appraisal of sonar contacts for designation to a
4 MK-5 attack plotter.

(3) NTDS will  pro s-ide a station for the entry from the surface search
radar. NTDS wil l  up-date and compute velocity on these tracks.

(4) Computer capacity and space shall he reserved for fu tu re  inclusion 
S

S of an automatic h i gh speed data tr ansmission circuit for short ranges for fur ther
implementation of ASW functions.

(5) NTDS wi l l  prepare for transmission to other shi ps and receis-e for
storage and disp lay, surface target and sonar contact reports.

-
‘ 

b. ASW Combat Direction
( I )  NTDS w i l l  provide a station in surface operations which ss - i l l  permit

display of stored informat ion  on sonar contacts anti surface targets on a flat stir-
face on which  maneuver ing hoard problems may he solved and s-arious geograp hic

-

- 
overlays may be used. Note: ‘ I f  th is  is not prov ided for (luring sers- i ce test , a

S 

SPA 23 wil l  be substituted. ’

-. — 5-— -- 
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End : (4) Page 2
“The two DLG’s will demonstrate in addition:

a. Exchange of sonar surveillance data and integrated close support in
-
~~~ ASW.”

In October 1958 CNO issued OPNAVINST 03360.2B requiring added emphasis
on measures to improve the ASW situation. ASW priority in NTDS des-elopment
was tipped to a co-equal status with air defense. OP 345 (later OP 3-18) , Office of
CNO published a Memo dated 1-1 November 1958.

S CNO ltr , Ser 0146P9 1, dated 6 March 1959 to BUSHIPS and COMOPDEVFOR
S established the concurrent evaluation of NTDS and is the basic document upon

which the Proposed Project Plan ss as based. The scope of the tests of NTDS ASW
capabilities are stated. Pertinent excerpts are as follows:

CNO ltr to COMOPDEVFOR and BUSHIPS, Ser 0l46P9l , 6 March 1959
Subj:  Establishment of Program for Concurrent Evaluation of the Naval

Tactical Data System (NTDS)
States scope of Operational Tests at NFL tinder task 2 “shall include but not

necessaril y be limited to determination of the following. ”
“b. Capability of NTDS in processing, disp lay and dissemination of tac-

tical information. ’
“c. Operability of the NTDS Unit Computer in the processing of synthetic

ASW information. ”
Scope of tests tinder Task 4 (Service Test) includes the determination of the

following:
a. “The capability of the NTDS equi pped shi p in the collection , processing.

disp lay and dissemination of air defense and ASW information. ”
d. “The effectiveness in NTDS in ASW combat direction anti coordination

in multi-shi p operation.”
g. “The effectiveness of the exchange of information afforded h~ the NTDS

hi gh frequency di gital dat a l ink. ”
h. “The effecti veness and flexibil i ty of NTDS in the disp lay of informa-

tion.
i. “The effectiveness and flexibility of NTDS in computer programming. ”

Under phase 3 — “When sufficient members of NTDS equi pped shi ps become
available it is antici pated that further  es-aluation of NTDS will be tindertaken
as part of Fleet operations and wi l l  emp hasize ASW, Strike and Assault and Am-
phibious employment of NTDS.”

All of ti- - broad CNO objectives are reflected in the proposed project p lan as
S follows:

Proposed Project Plan for Concurrent Evaluation of the Naval Tactical Data
System, I May 1959.

A2a. (2) Tack Two — O perational Tests
“Establish by operational tests and observations of the developmental

NTDS under controlled environmental conditions and imposed conditions of
interference: S

(a) The capability of NTDS to:
S 

2 Process synthetic ASW
S 3 Provide evaluated tactical information in suitable form to controllers

and directing officers for the purpose of combat direction control anti coord,na-

-- 
don of air  defense and ASW.”
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A2b. (2 )  Task Fo ur — Operation al Evaluation
‘~Establish , by operational tests and observations of the NTDS under con-

S 
ditions representative of service employment:

(a) The capab il i ty and l imitat ions of the NTDS to:
I Collect , accept , process, disp lay, disseminate , and exchange air de-

fense and ASW information.
2 Provide evaluated tactical informat ion in suitable form to con-

trol lers, di recting officers , and command for the purpose of sing le and mul t i p le
shi p combat direction , control and coordination of air defense and ASW in-
cluding air intercept , weapon assignment and ECM.”

U nder specific objectives Task 1 of Concurrent Evaluation Plan , Page F5 , 6.
Objective 1.1 , 2.1 — 5~-stem Perfo rm a n ce.  “Determine the capacity, accu-

racy and adequacy wi th  which the system performs the follosv ng func t ions :
(e) Utilization of ASW information.

Objective 1.8, 2.8—  Compa tibilit~- . Determine the compat ibi l i ty  of the
system with associated equi pments and systems including:

(d) Sonar Set AN-  SQS-4
Objectives 1.10, 2J0 — NTDS — Non NTDS Operation
Objectives 1.15. 2.15 — Adequacy of Support Equipments

Task Tu’o
a. Major  Objectives:

“Establish by operational tests and observations of the developmental NTDS
under controlled environmental  conditions and imposed conditions of interference:

( 1) The capability and l imi ta t ions  of NTDS to:
(b ) Process synthetic ASW and ECM information. ”

Objective 2. 1 — System Perfor mance (same as 1.1)
Object iz-e 2.8 — (ompatibillt -~ (same as 1.8)
Task Four

a. ?itajor objectives :
“Establish by operational tests and observations of the N I D S  tinder con-

dit ions representati s-e of service employment:
( I )  The capabili t ies and limitations of NTDS to:

(a)  Collect , accept , process, disp lay, disseminate and exchange air de-
fense and ASW information.

(h )  Pros’ide evaluated tactical information in suitable form to con-
tr ollers , directing officers and command for the purpose of sing le and mul t i p le
shi p air defense anti AS’~ -’ combat t iirection , control and coordination , including
air-intercept , wea pon assi gnment  and ECM. ”

b. Specif ic Objectives
Objective 4.1 — Sistem pe ; -fo ;-man ce. Determine the degree of capacity.

accu racy, and effectiveness svith which the systems perform the fol losving func-
tions:

( i )  l n t ra shi p disse mina t ion  anti disp lay of tactical informat ion  in-
S chiding status anti orders.

(j )  lntershi p exchange of tactical information
(k )  ASW Operations

The folloss-ing scheduled tests deal specificall y with ASW evaluat ion.
S l .~) , 2.9 NF L Sy stem — ASW A pril , May 1960

1 . 2 1 , 2.2- 1 NFl . System — Mul t i -miss ion  Feb, Mar . Apr , Ma~ 1960
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